Mayor
Heidi Gunderson

The City of Vadnais Heights
800 East County Road E
Vadnais Heights, MN 55127

Council Members
Greg Urban
Patricia Youker
Steve Rogers
Erik Goebel
Phone: 651-204-6000
Fax: 651-204-6100

City Administrator
Kevin Watson

Regular Workshop Meeting of the
Vadnais Heights City Council
Tuesday, May 18, 2021 - 5:30 pm
Lakes Conference Room at City Hall

AGENDA

1. Open Meeting
2. Discussion about Places of Public Accommodation
Documents:
2 PLACES OF PUBLIC ACCOMODATION.PDF
3. Bluebird PUD Project
Documents:
3 BLUEBIRD GROVE PUD_CC WORKSHOP
MEMO_05.15.21.PDF
4. 2021/2022 Work Plan and Goals
Documents:
4 2021-2021 GOALS AND WORKPLAN.PDF
5. Discussion on County Park Camera
Documents:
5 DISCUSSION OF CAMERA IN PARK.PDF
6. Compensation and Job Class Study
Documents:
6 COMP CLASS STUDY.PDF
7. Other Staff Items
8. Future City Council Requests

6 COMP CLASS STUDY.PDF
7. Other Staff Items
8. Future City Council Requests
9. Adjourn
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Kevin Watson
City Administrator

The City of Vadnais Heights
800 East County Road E
Vadnais Heights, MN 55127

651.204.6010 Phone
651.204.6110 Fax
Kevin.watson@cityvadnaisheights.com

Memorandum:
TO:

Mayor Gunderson and City Council Members

FROM:

Kevin Watson, City Administrator

DATE:

May 18, 2021

SUBJECT:

Update on City of Vadnais Heights – Places of Public Accommodation

Background

On Friday, May 14, 2021, Governor Walz ended the statewide mask mandate following the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) announcement that people who are fully vaccinated do not need to
wear masks in most indoor settings.
Staff will facilitate a discussion to solicit Council’s feedback on City specific considerations.
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Nolan W. Wall, AICP
Planning/Community Development Director
651.204.6027 Phone
651.204.6100 Fax
nolan.wall@cityvadnaisheights.com

The City of Vadnais Heights
800 East County Road E
Vadnais Heights, MN 55127

Memorandum:
TO:

Mayor Gunderson and City Council Members

FROM:

Nolan Wall, Planning/Community Development Director

DATE:

May 18, 2021

SUBJECT:

Workshop Discussion
Bluebird Grove PUD

Background
The applicant for the proposed Bluebird Grove PUD will be in attendance to discuss potential timelines
and development options.
Materials may be presented as part of the discussion.

May 18, 2021 City Council Workshop Memorandum: Bluebird Grove PUD

Page 1
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Kevin Watson
City Administrator

The City of Vadnais Heights
800 East County Road E
Vadnais Heights, MN 55127

651.204.6010 Phone
651.204.6110 Fax
Kevin.watson@cityvadnaisheights.com

Memorandum:
TO:

Mayor Gunderson and City Council Members

FROM:

Kevin Watson, City Administrator

DATE:

May 18, 2021

SUBJECT:

2021-22 Goals Workplan Approval

Recommendation
Advise staff to place Adoption of Goals on Regular City Council Meeting agenda.
Background
This memo serves as a cover memo to the greater goals discussion. With direction, it can be added to the regular
CC agenda or CC can advise on amendments.
See attached material to facilitate discussion.
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City of Vadnais Heights
2021 Goal Setting Report
Session Overview
On March 22, 2021, the City Council, City Administrator, and Department Heads gathered
for a work session to discuss goals and priorities for the City in the coming years. The
participants included Mayor Heidi Gunderson, Council members Patricia Youker, Steve
Rogers, and Erik Goebel, City Administrator Kevin Watson, Assistant City Administrator Tim
Sandvik, Community Development Director Nolan Wall, Finance Director Bob Sundberg,
Public Works Director Jesse Farrell, and Fire Chief Chris Hearden.
The primary objective of the session was to develop a 2021-22 Workplan, a document that
provides agreed-upon priorities that will guide the organization’s primary work for the
coming years. Participants also identified team building amongst the City Council, with two
new members, as a secondary outcome. Additionally, participants stated they were
interested in listening to the varying perspectives of the group to see the bigger picture and
discuss what the City can do better.
The process involved three components - a review of the 2019 Goals and Workplan, a
present assessment of the City and organization, and development of 2021-22 Goals and
Workplan. The participants utilized large group discussion, collaborative brainstorming,
and small group work to accomplish the objectives and develop the final product. It is
recommended that staff and the City Council conduct a final review of the outcomes prior
to adoption and implementation.

Review of 2019 Goals and Workplan
The City adopted its most recent work plan following the 2019 Goal Setting session and has
been implementing over the past two years. The significant impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic have undoubtedly impacted the ability of the City to fully accomplish its
objectives, a problem not unique to Vadnais Heights. The participants, however, did feel
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the City has made substantial progress towards many of the previously established goals.
Among the accomplishments, the group highlighted the following:
●

The development of the City’s Infrastructure Reinvestment Plan, specifically around
streets and storm water. Participants cited the development of the pavement
condition index, franchise fees, and Public Works reserve fund as items of progress.

●

The implementation of the service-level budgeting process in the 2020 budget cycle.

●

Economic Development activities involving the use of Tax Increment Financing.

●

Accomplishments in the area of trail system improvements and reinvestment.

●

Collaboration with the VHEDC.

●

New development and the benefit to current residents of additional property tax
base.

●

The Community Engagement Committee.

●

Additional progress on capital improvement planning.

Following its discussion of the accomplishments, the participants turned their attention
towards the review of the 2019 Goals and a discussion regarding areas where additional
progress is needed. This review is normal and it is common to find needs for further action
as goals are often larger in scope than can be accomplished in two years, a change in
conditions and perspective, and extenuating circumstances from outside factors - such as
COVID-19. As such, the group identified the following areas where the 2019 Goals program
needed additional work:
●

More proactive actions in the areas of housing and economic development,
including development of the NE Quadrant and Rice Street areas.

●

The Housing Preservation Plan, with needs around the areas of housing safety and
home improvements.

●

Implementation of code enforcement activities and education opportunities.

●

Long-range infrastructure planning in areas such as facilities and tying the
infrastructure planning efforts to a five-year funding plan.

●

Related, development of a longer-term financial plan, specifically tying to the City’s
capital needs.

●

Additional efforts related to communication and being more proactive when it
comes to telling the City’s story.

●

Additional need when it comes to reinvesting and rehabilitation of the City’s trail
system and pursuing new opportunities.
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2021 Environmental Assessment
Following its review of the 2019-2020 Workplan, the group conducted an environmental
scan of the City and organization. This activity is designed to consider the present state
from a variety of perspectives. In a large group setting, participants were asked to consider
its strengths, weaknesses, and explore trends, opportunities, and challenges. The scan
provided the basis for the group’s efforts later in the worksession to develop the goals
program that will guide the organization in the coming years.
In its first brainstorming activity, the group was asked to identify characteristics, projects,
and physical attributes that identify as strengths of Vadnais Heights, both as a City and the
organization itself. The responses included the following:
●

The strong, conscientious staff team

●

Strong Mayor and Council leadership.

●

The City’s low taxes and fiscally-responsible leadership approach. The City is in a
very sound financial position and is taking a sustainable approach to funding its
largest asset, it’s street/pavement system.

●

The forward thinking approach to issues and problem solving.

●

The organization performs well-planned, efficient services. Services within the
community are delivered at a high-level.

●

Ordinances and processes that are not cumbersome.

●

A positive business outlook and attitude; a reputation of being business-friendly.

●

Good mix/balance of commercial and residential development.

●

Good teamwork and working relationships with other entities.

●

The City’s contract with the Ramsey County’s Sheriff’s office for public safety.

●

Partnership with Metro-INET for IT services.

●

Council’s willingness to invest in infrastructure.

●

Location of the community.

●

Organizational culture.

●

The City’s park system, lakes, and environmental features.

●

Institutional knowledge within the City’s leadership team.

●

It’s a safe community and there is a strong sense of “community” within Vadnais
Heights.

After discussing the strengths, participants turned their attention towards reviewing City
and organizational weaknesses. These items are areas that presently challenge the
organization and City. Specifically, identified the following as weaknesses:
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●

Within certain sectors of the community the lack of understanding of property taxes
and the City’s very low tax rate in comparison to comparison cities.

●

The process of prioritizing needs and wants, and the subsequent impact on funding.

●

Ramsey County is a small county geographically and the impacts other jurisdiction
have on the overall tax rate. The community sees one rate when they look at their
property taxes without understanding the impact Ramsey County has on the rate.

●

Ability to tell the City’s story and reach all sectors of the community quickly and
effectively. Additionally, related to communication, finding ways to meet residents
where they are to get information and how much of that responsibility falls on the
City vs. residents.

●

A lean staff leads to challenges accomplishing goals/needs when unexpected
challenges impact the City. COVID was used as an example.

●

As a nearly fully-development community, as demand for land uses change it’s more
difficult to meet the needs.

●

Community comparisons of Vadnais Heights to other communities without proper
context.

●

Lack of Local Government Aid (LGA) from the State of Minnesota.

●

Parts of the community are not very walkable, especially toward the commercial
district.

●

Limited presence of public transportation.

●

No community center, lack of a gathering place.

●

The long-term horizon of capital improvement planning, including the annual cost of
equipment and capital projects.

●

Understanding the true demographics and needs of the community.

After assessing its strengths and weaknesses, the group moved on to brainstorming
anticipated opportunities, challenges, and trends that may impact the City. Forecasting
potential external changes or impacts is a key step in the process to help leadership
anticipate pressures and opportunities that may arise. To guide this process, the
participants followed a STEP model of analysis - thinking about trends and external impacts
in the areas of socio-cultural, technical, economical, and political. Considering the ongoing
opportunities and challenges in each of these areas provides a variety of important
perspectives for the City in the coming years.
Within this context, the group identified the following trends and potential impacts:

●

The upcoming Census results and the understanding of community demographics.

●

Potential impacts due to changes in federal and state tax laws.
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●

People working remotely is changing the way people consume local services and
may impact zoning regulations related to home occupations.

●

The volatility of financial markets and the subsequent impact on individual
retirement plans.

●

Technology and the impact of robotics on manufacturing.

●

The future of work - location, schedule, etc.

●

Within the organization itself, the opportunity and challenges related to where and
how staff does its work.

●

Growth of internet connectivity.

●

Aging of the City’s biggest age cohort, people 50-59, and the need to market the
community to a younger subset.

●

Decline of conflict-resolution abilities amongst society as a whole. Polarization and
the impacts locally.

●

The need for infill development and market ability to provide for the right fit of uses.

Development of 2021-2022 Goals and Workplan
The third part of the goal setting process leaned on the outcomes of the previous two parts
in order to develop a goals platform for the coming years. Participants were given time to
revisit the group’s review of the 2019-2020 Workplan and the environmental assessment
results in order to individually brainstorm goals. After sharing individual ideas, the group
refined the proposed goals into six goal statements. These statements incorporated a
combination of previous outcomes that needed additional work and new ideas necessary
in the current environment. Additionally, small group work led to the development of
strategic objectives, or subgoals, that can contribute to the accomplishment of each goal.
The goals plan is listed below, and the attached 2021-22 Workplan contains the goals with
each respective set of strategic objectives.
2021-22 Goals
●

Continue responsible fiscal management

●

Utilize a service-level budgeting approach

●

Identify and prioritize development and redevelopment opportunities

●

Maintain, retain, and attract a high performing municipal team

●

Enhance communication and engagement strategies for community participation

●

Ensure the City remains a safe community
* Full workplan prepared separately as attached
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In conclusion, it was my pleasure to work with your team on this important project. This
goals program and work plan will provide organizational clarity for both the Council’s
decision-making process and the day-to-day service delivery by City staff. It was good to
work with your leadership team once again, as the members participating both for the first
time and those who’d participated in 2019 were both engaged and interested in the
outcomes. It was a pleasure to work with your leadership group once again.
Prepared and submitted by Phil Kern on behalf of the City of Vadnais Heights.

City of Vadnais Heights
2021-2022 Workplan
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Top Priorities and Objectives
1. Identify and prioritize development and redevelopment opportunities

o

o
o

Develop a proactive Economic Development Plan in coordination with VHEDC for new and
existing businesses
Analyze potential financial investments for redevelopment
Consider implementing a housing preservation program

2. Maintain, retain, and attract a high performing municipal team

o
o
o
o
o

Right-size staff to ensure Council direction
Provide clear direction on Council priorities
Evaluate work/life balance opportunities
Ensure proper tools to accomplish projects
Review salary and compensation packages

o
o
o
o
o

Established incentives for new residents to engage
Improve current platforms (media strategy) and humanize efforts
Mitigate misinformation
Tell our story and highlight accomplishments
Improve existing events and explore new opportunities

o
o
o
o
o
o

Fully understand Ramsey County Sheriff’s contract with the City
Understand current demands for RCSO operations
City assistance of viable options
Promote neighborhood watch program
Education = prevention
Assess outreach efforts RSCO

o
o
o
o
o

Utilize a service-level budgeting approach
Assess current assets, facilities, infrastructure, programs, and operations
Evaluate needs, opportunities, and prioritize improvements
Identify funding needs and timeline
Develop a 20-year Capital Improvement Plan
Improve budget communication with residents
Maintain manageable levy value for services provided

3. Enhance communication and engagement strategies for community participation

4. Ensure the City remains a safe community

5. Continue responsible fiscal management

o

o

City of Vadnais Heights
2021-2022 Workplan
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Top Priorities and Objectives
1. Continue responsible fiscal management

o

Utilize a service-level budgeting approach
Assess current assets, facilities, infrastructure, programs, and operations
Evaluate needs, opportunities, and prioritize improvements
Identify funding needs and timeline
Develop a 20-year Capital Improvement Plan
Improve budget communication with residents
Maintain manageable levy value for services provided

o
o
o
o
o
o

Fully understand Ramsey County Sheriff’s contract with the City
Understand current demands for RCSO operations
City assistance of viable options
Promote neighborhood watch program
Education = prevention
Assess outreach efforts RSCO

o
o
o
o
o
o

2. Ensure the City remains a safe community

3. Enhance communication and engagement strategies for community participation

o
o
o
o
o

Established incentives for new residents to engage
Improve current platforms (media strategy) and humanize efforts
Mitigate misinformation
Tell our story and highlight accomplishments
Improve existing events and explore new opportunities

o
o
o
o
o

Right-size staff to ensure Council direction
Provide clear direction on Council priorities
Evaluate work/life balance opportunities
Ensure proper tools to accomplish projects
Review salary and compensation packages

o

Develop a proactive Economic Development Plan in coordination with VHEDC for new and
existing businesses
Analyze potential financial investments for redevelopment
Consider implementing a housing preservation program

4. Maintain, retain, and attract a high performing municipal team

5. Identify and prioritize development and redevelopment opportunities

o
o
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Kevin Watson
City Administrator

The City of Vadnais Heights
800 East County Road E
Vadnais Heights, MN 55127

651.204.6010 Phone
651.204.6110 Fax
Kevin.watson@cityvadnaisheights.com

Memorandum:
TO:

Mayor Gunderson and City Council Members

FROM:

Kevin Watson, City Administrator

DATE:

May 18, 2021

SUBJECT:

County Park Camera

Background
City Council has requested that staff explore installing a camera at the Ramsey County Sucker Lake Regional Park
off the north side of County Road F. This parking lot is isolated and serves exclusively as a parking lot with no
other park amenities around. As a result, there aren’t park visitors around the area to naturally deter crime.
Criminals wait until they have the lot to themselves and seek out soft targets where park users have left valuables in
cars. The Sucker/Vadnais Lake parks went from zero thefts from autos in 2019 to 28 thefts in 2020. I don’t have
data for that individual parking lot. In 2021, there have been 4 thefts from autos in the park.
This is a unique jurisdiction situation, as the park is in our community, but it’s a Ramsey County facility. As
expected, our residents use these parks frequently so there’s a sense of ownership by the community for these
facilities. Parks have seen a huge uptick in usage during the pandemic. The renewed usage brings more visitors,
but unfortunately, it also brings more crime. Ramsey County Parks recognizes the issue in the parks and seems
committed to working with Ramsey County Sheriff’s Office (RCSO0) and the City to try to deter the crime.
Education campaigns during the summer seem likely to happen. They did not commit to installing a camera but
recognize the technology has its advantages for deterring crime.
I reached out to RCSO on what type of camera they wish to have installed, as they will likely be the final users of
this new camera. They recommend the Mobile Pro System Power Sentry (see attached). They recommend the
camera be installed in the attached location. Our Public Works staff has met with Collins Electric and RCSO to
identify the best spot and refine estimates.
The cost is estimated to be around the $20k range. Below are the cost estimates. (We used numbers from a recent
street light installed at Heritage Park… potentially this pole costs less with no light):
• New Camera - $8000k
• New Pole - $5500k. Collins Electric. (see attached)
• Running Power 500ft - $3500-5000k. Connexus Energy (final cost provided after application submitted)
• Monthly Wireless data charge - $40/month
If the City were to purchase this equipment on its own, I envision we would acquire and give to the RC Parks or
RCSO operation to own and manage moving forward. We would need to get permission from RC Parks to install
this new equipment as well. Given this is a County facility, I would urge caution to pay for this outright with no
Ramsey County participation. I’d much prefer we contribute to the cause or the County pays for it outright. Staff
is looking for next steps.
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Ramsey County Sheriff’s Office
Bob Fletcher, Sheriff

Community Support and Crime Prevention Services
1411 Paul Kirkwold Drive  Arden Hills, Minnesota 55112
Phone: 651-266-7339  Fax: 651-266-7337
www.RamseyCountySheriff.us

Calls for Service Summary
Vadnais Sucker Lake Regional Park – January 1 – April 6, 2021
The following Calls for Service were reported in the RCSO Zuercher Records Management System at
the three parking areas of Vadnais Sucker Lake Regional Park located in Vadnais Heights, during the
time period of January 1, 2021 to April 6, 2021
Call Description
911 Hang-up
Administrative Detail
Animal Complaint
Disorderly Conduct
Police Proactive Visit
Suspicious Activity
Theft from Auto
Traffic Stop
Total

Sucker
Lake Road
1

Theft from Auto incident details

1
26

County Rd F
No. & So. lots
1

1

20
1
3

29

25

4500 Rice
entrance
1
1
2
1
5

Total
1
1
2
1
48
1
4
1
59

1/22/21 17:35 North Parking Lot on Co Rd F East, window smashed on vehicle, items stolen
1/22/21 17:47 North Parking Lot on Co Rd F East, window smashed on vehicle, items stolen
2/07/21 15:51 North Parking Lot on Co Rd F East, window smashed on vehicle, items stolen
3/18/21 19:08 Sucker Lake Road Parking Lot, vehicle broken into, items stolen
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QUOTE
# 23207.1
DATE:
QUOTE #:
QUOTE EXP:
PROJECT NAME:

4/23/2021
23207.1
5/25/2021
City of Vadnais Heights /1 PS

TO: City of Vadnais Heights
Kevin Watson
800 East County Road E
Vadnais Heights, MN 55127
6512046000
kevin.watson@cityvadnaisheights.com
SALES PERSON
Jeron Stiffler
QTY
1
QTY
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

PROJECT SCOPE
One Power Sentry to Monitor Parking Area
DESCRIPTION
POWER SENTRY CONTROL SECTION LONG
MODEL NUMBER
PS-CS-LONG
PS-BS-1
PS-AGM-BATT-35AH
PS-SECURITY
FC-P3719PLE-A
POE-12-35W-1
EXACQ-LICENSE-PRO
COMP-MINI-i5
COMP-2TB SSD DRIVE
COM-PS-CP-IBR600
SW-5-NET
SENS-DAYLIGHT
PS-STROBE-1

PAYMENT TERMS
UNIT PRICE
$7,863.00

EXTENDED PRICE
$7,863.00

DESCRIPTION
POWER SENTRY CONTROL SECTION LONG
POWER SENTRY BATTERY SECTION 1 BATTERY
AGM BATTERY PACK 35 AH AMP HOUR
SNAKE EYE SECURITY SCREW KIT
FIXED CAMERA, MULTI-SENSOR, 15MP 360° IR - AXIS P3719-PLE W/MOUNT
12VDC HI POE 35W - Qty 1
EXACQ 1 YEAR CAMERA LICENSE SERVICE AGREEMENT
MINI i5 WIN10-PRO OS COMPUTER 65W 8 GIG
2 TB SSD DRIVE WITH CONFIGURATION
CRADLEPOINT CELLULAR MODEM W/ANTENNAS/INSTALL
5 PORT NETWORK SWITCH / INSTALLATION
DAYLIGHT SENSOR FOR AUTOMATION
LED STROBE KIT LIGHT KIT - Qty 1

PROPOSAL CREATED BY:
Jeron Stiffler
Solutions Consultant
Mobile Pro Systems
250 Lothenbach Ave.
West St. Paul MN 55118
Cell: 651-558-7513
Direct: 952-324-5860
eMail: Jeron.Stiffler@MobileProSystems.com

MSRP PRICE:
DISCOUNT PERCENTAGE:

$10,072.92
21.9%

Total Less Options:

$7,863.00

Estimated Sales Tax:
Estimated Shipping:
Estimate TOTAL:

Shipping TERMS:

TBD
TBD
$7,863.00

TBD

Freight Charges To Be Determined (TBD) and are based upon quantity
ordered and final shipping destination…..

I accept this estimate

DATE
System Includes a (1) One Year Limited Warranty
This QUOTE is valid for 30 days.
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MPStatus and Control
Mobile Pro Systems engineers and manufactures security, surveillance, and communications equipment for
remote applications. Featuring rugged construction, smart energy management, and modular design, our
products help protect private and public spaces across the country.
Mobile Pro Status and Control is the operating system for Mobile Pro Systems trailers, camera pods, and
portables. The MPStatus Dashboard shows real-time data about Mobile Pro Systems equipment. The
dashboard is accessible by computer, tablet, or smartphone.
•A
 Basic version, included free with all Mobile Pro Systems products, shows current unit status and
provides account management functions.
•A
 Premium interactive version, available by paid subscription, includes all Basic version features, and
adds valuable control and configuration abilities.

651-434-2333
250 Lothenbach Avenue, West St Paul, MN 55118

www.mobileprosystems.com
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MPStatus and Control
BASIC FEATURES

PREMIUM FEATURES

Status

The premium version of MPStatus Dashboard includes all
features of the basic version plus these functions:

Information displayed by the MPStatus Dashboard is
specific to the product type and installed components.
Depending on the configuration, the MPStatus
Dashboard may show:
•S
 ystem Voltage—Shows voltage available from
all power sources; provides useful information for
determining consumption rates, charge requirements,
and runtimes
•B
 attery Current—Displays battery charge and
discharge rates in amps, watts, and percentage of
available capacity
•S
 ystem Current—Shows how much current the
system is using, plus estimated runtime
• F uel Level—Displays current fuel level, usage rate,
and estimated runtime until refueling
•G
 enerator Status—Shows if the generator is
running, disabled, or monitoring the system

Control

•D
 evices—Provides control of top lights, mid lights,
top strobes, body strobes, and audio

•C
 omponents—Allows user to control and cycle
power to individual system electronics
•U
 nit Security—Provides ability to remotely arm or
disarm the unit

Notifications

Alerts—Lets user set automated notifications for events
such as:
• F uel Level: when it reaches 20 percent
•M
 otion Sensor: if movement is detected on site
•S
 hock Sensor: if the unit is bumped or moved
• T ampering: any unauthorized opening of the unit

•G
 enerator Runtime—Shows total generator
runtime and runtime since last oil change

•E
 mail and Text Messages—Lets users set preferences
for when and how they receive notifications

• T emperatures—Displays temperatures of the
enclosure, the power control module, and the
surrounding (ambient) environment, generator
cabinet, and equipment rack

Mobile Pro Systems products are designed and built for
ease of use, practicality, quality, and value—and the
MPStatus Dashboard makes them even more versatile.
This remote status monitoring and control software
provides critical device information in real time.

•G
 PS Location Data—Shows current location of
the device; premium version can send notification
if the system is moved
•A
 ccount Management—Allows the creation of
multiple user account, including Admin/User
accounts

651-434-2333
250 Lothenbach Avenue, West St Paul, MN 55118

www.mobileprosystems.com

To learn more about our product line, contact Mobile
Pro Systems:
651-434-2333
Info@MobileProSystems.com
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POWERSENTRY 6000
A RUGGED PORTABLE OR PERMANENT SURVEILLANCE SOLUTION
The Power Sentry 6000 is easily mounted with a universal bracketing system on light poles and sides of
buildings/structures. Hang it on a building parapet or event set it up on a tripod.
KEY FEATURES

•U
 nique Remote Management Monitoring and Control

Through Our MP Status Technology
Manage inputs/outputs for lighting/LED lighting, audio,
GPS and a sophisticated battery charging system.

•N
 umerous Mounting Options for Easy Deployment

The PowerSentry 6000 allows for plug-n-play operation,
and is easily mounted on pole, a wall or tripod, or can
be easily hooked over a fence or roof parapet. Just
power up and go!

• S uperior Mobility

Easily installs in areas where it’s needed the most. Put
video surveillance and/or communication technologies
right where you want them, right when you need them.

•D
 ependability You Can Count On

•

–– The PowerSentry 6000 is an EDGE device, which
means that recorded images are stored within the
PowerSentry 6000 itself, allowing you to avoid the
demands of larger amounts of bandwidth.
–– Its battery pack charges at night so you can rely
on 24/7 power. It will run even if the structure it’s
mounted to, such as a light pole, has temporary or
scheduled power.
S
 leek Design Keeps Your Projects Discreet
The PowerSentry will blend into the surroundings, but can
be customized and made noticeable, if necessary, as a
routine deterrent.

651-434-2333
250 Lothenbach Avenue, West St Paul, MN 55118

www.mobileprosystems.com

• P erfect for Areas with “Scheduled” or “Timed”

Power Availability - Charges at Night for 24/7 Usage
Avoids traditional installation power obstacles and
substantially reduces the cost of deploying our various
technologies in ways not previously available.

•M
 inimizes Re-Wiring

Accepts 90 - 277 Volt AC input

OPTIONS

• Network Camera Outdoor rates with:
–– Pan, tilt and zoom (PTZ) and/or fixed
–– Day/night switching
Variety of battery pack sizes

•
• Long-lasting and efficient lithium battery packages
•C
 ustomizable with LED lighting, labeling,
and more
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POWERSENTRY 6000 SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIFICTIONS
• R ugged aluminum structure
•9
 ” x 9” x 21” minimum length (length varies with the
amount of optional backup battery capabilities chosen)
• P lug-in 110 VAC power with optional battery charging
OPTIONS
Communications

•C
 ellular, mesh network, Wi-Fi 802.11, 900 MHZ, fiber
or copper connection

Power

•1
 10 VAC charge and battery backup (90 - 277 VAC)
–– Battery packs: Lithium-based and lead acid options,
mutliple sizes available
Power Inputs

•A
 ccepts 90 - 277 VAC
Cameras

• IP networking-based fixed position, optional upgrade

to a pan, tilt and zoon (PTZ) dome style, high definition,
day/night, AT THE EDGE video storage, outdoor,
environment enclosure

Recording
•O
 n-board EDGE video storage and video management
available as standard configuration
Deterrents
•S
 trobe lights, horns, sirens, audio and customized color
Remote Viewing
•A
 vailable through both network and cellular
communications

651-434-2333
250 Lothenbach Avenue, West St Paul, MN 55118

www.mobileprosystems.com
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Proposal / Contract

Date: 5-5-21
Proposal submitted to:
Ken LaCasse
Address:
800 East County Road E
City, State, Zip Code:
Vadnais Heights, MN 55127-7117

Work to be performed at:

Sucker Lake Trail Head, Vadnais Heights, MN 55127
Phone/Fax:
651.204.6053 / Kenneth.LaCasse@cityvadnaisheights.com
Project Name:
Parking Lot Pole base and New Service location

We are pleased to submit the following proposal to furnish and install all labor, material and permit fees to complete the
following electrical installation list below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide Millbank 100 A/ 120-240V, Service Rated Meter Socket Pedestal with Main Breaker and (1) 2pole, 20A
240V Breaker to feed the light pole.
Pour (1) 24” x 8’ pole base with 7/8” anchor bolts.
Collins to provide direct buried cable from meter pedestal to new concrete pole base.
Collins to provide new 4”X4”X20’ Steel Pole and LED Fixture and set on new pole base.
Collins to provide Line truck, Bucket Truck and Trenching Equipment as needed to complete this work
Electrical permit and coordination of inspections has been included.
Load sheets and working with Connexus Energy has been included.
Any charges that may come from Connexus Energy have not been included.
Site will be backfilled, compacted and rake finished. Restoration of sod or seeding has not been included.
Fee for Services - $ 6,000.00

Deduct for LED Fixture - $480.00

Notes:
Any alteration or deviation from the services outlined in this proposal will be executed only upon written request and may
become an extra charge over and above the estimate.
All work described above to be done during standard working hours unless otherwise specified.
This proposal may be withdrawn by us if not accepted within 30 days.
Payment-in-full is due within 30 days of project completion.
Additional costs due to abnormal fluctuations of commodity pricing are not included.
Respectfully submitted,

Collins Electrical Construction Co.
Joseph Hanley, Manager - Special Projects
Direct # 651-255-0169 / Fax # 651-292-0359
jhanley@collinsmn.com

Collins Electrical Construction Co. | 278 State Street | St. Paul, MN 55107 | Office: 651-224-2833 | Fax: 651-292-0359 | www.collinsmn.com
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Acceptance of Proposal
The prices, specifications, terms and conditions of this proposal are satisfactory and are hereby accepted. Collins
Electrical Construction Co. is authorized to perform the work as specified.
Signature:

Date:
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Vadnais Snail Lake Regional Park Calls for Service Chart
Code Call Description
911 911 - Investigate 911 Hangup

Rank 2020-RP Sucker Snail Rank 2019-RP Sucker Snail Rank 2018-RP Sucker Snail Rank 2017-RP Sucker Snail Rank 2016-RP Sucker Snail
3

3

0

2

1

1

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

ABV ABV - Abandoned Vehicle
ADM ADM - Administrative Detail

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

2

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

AFA AFA - Assist Fire Agency
AHR AHR - Accident Hit and Run

5

2

3

1

0

1

1

0

1

2

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

ALA ALA - Alarm Sounding
AMA AMA - Assist Medical Agency

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

2

2

2

0

1

1

0

4

3

1

5

2

3

ANC ANC - Animal Complaint
AOA AOA - Assist Other Agency
APD APD - Accident Property Damage

5

2

3

5

2

3

4

1

3

4

0

4

2

0

2

3

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ARS ARS - Arson Investigation
ASS ASS - Assault

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

AST AST - Assist Citizen
ATL ATL - Attempt to Locate

4

1

3

3

2

1

2

1

1

5

5

0

8

4

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

AWI AWI - Accident With Injuries
BOM BOM - Bomb Threat

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

BRG BRG - Burglary
CAB CAB - Child Abuse

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CDP CDP - Criminal Damage Property
CIV CIV - Civil Problem

2

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CMT CMT - County Maintenance
COD COD - Code Enforcement

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

6

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

2

2

0

COE Community Outreach Event
CSC CSC - Criminal Sexual Conduct

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

DGC DGC - Dangerous Condition
DIS DIS - Dispute Disagreement

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

2

0

2

3

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

DKD DKD - Drunk Driver
DKP DKP - Drunk Person

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

2

1

DOA DOA - Death Investigation
DOC DOC - Disorderly Conduct

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

1

4

6

4

2

4

2

2

4

1

3

4

0

4

DOM DOM - Domestic Fam Relationship
DSB DSB - Disturbance Noise Complaint

0
1

0
0

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
2

0
1

0
1

1
0

0
0

1
0

Crimes* against Persons Calls

FGT FGT - Fight
FRD FRD - Fraud or Forgery

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Crimes* against Property Calls

3

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

FWK FWK - Fireworks
GRF GRF - Graffiti

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

HRI HRI - Hit & Run Acc w/Injuries
HRS HRS - Harassment Report
INV INV - Investigate

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

4

2

2

11

4

7

8

1

7

21

3

18

14

6

8

JUV JUV - Juvenile Incidents
LOC LOC - Lockout

2

0

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

2

0

2

1

1

0

3

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

LOS LOS - Lost Property
MSP MSP - Missing Person, Juvenile

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

MTG MTG - Meeting Officer Assigned
MUR MUR - Murder / Homicide

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

MVT MVT - Motor Vehicle Theft
NAR NAR - Narcotics

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ODE ODE - Off Duty Employment
PCN PCN - Previous Case Follow-Up

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

5

1

4

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

5

1

4

PFP PFP - Proactive Foot Patrol
PIC PIC - Person in Crisis

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

PLR PLR - Prowler
POR POR - Predatory Offender Reg

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

269

170

99

271

136

135

186

51

135

158

61

97

135

47

88

PPV PPV - Police Proactive Visit
PRK PRK - Parking Complaint

1
5

4

2

1

5

5

3

1

5

3

1

5

3

1

8

2

6

3

0

3

3

0

3

3

0

3

7

2

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

3

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

SHP SHP - Shoplifter
SIP SIP - Suicide in Progress

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

SOL SOL - Solicitor
SUS SUS - Suspicious Activity

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

9

6

3

6

1

5

6

1

5

13

7

6

13

4

9

2

46

28

18

2

0

2

2

0

2

4

1

3

7

2

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

TRF TRF - Traffic Stop
TRP TRP - Transport

7

0

7

9

1

8

11

3

8

26

1

25

43

3

40

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

VIC VIC - Vice Prostitution
VOP VOP - Prot Order Violation
WAR WAR - Warrant

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

WEL WEL - Welfare Check
WPN WPN - Weapon
WTR WTR - Water Patrol Response

1

0

1

4

1

3

4

1

3

2

0

2

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

2

1

1

3

1

2

2

0

2

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

405

227

178

344

166

178

245

67

178

262

89

173

271

84

187

RCIV RCIV - Civil Div Paper Serve
ROB ROB - Robbery
RPR RPR - Recovered Property
SHF SHF - Shots Fired

THA THA - Theft From Auto
THF THF - Theft

Misc - unmarked
Total Records

3

4

3

4

2

5

4

2

4

2

This chart lists most Call for
Service (CFS) catagories
tracked in the Ramsey
County Sheriff's Office
Record Management System
in the left hand column.
The number of calls
responded to by the RCSO
for the years 2020, 2019,
2018, 2017 & 2016 are in the
columns to the right of the
description.
The Regional Park has two
lakes and park land portions.
Sucker Lake is in Vadnais
Heights, Snail Lake is in
Shoreview. The CFS for
these portions are to the
right of the RP total.
Color Code:

Traffic Related Calls
Quality of Life Calls

Top 5

*NOTE: Calls for Service (CFS)
are issues responded to by
deputies that are initiated by
citizens via 9-1-1, or by deputy
initiation while on patrol.
CFS are not 'crimes' until so
determined after investigation
of the incident.
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Tim Sandvik
Assistant City Administrator
651.204.6013 Phone (direct)
Tim.Sandvik@cityvadnaisheights.com

The City of Vadnais Heights
800 East County Road E
Vadnais Heights, MN 55127

Memorandum:
TO:

Mayor Gunderson and City Council Members

FROM:

Tim Sandvik, Assistant City Administrator

DATE:

May 18th, 2021

SUBJECT:

Job Description, Job Classification, and Compensation Study

Background
During the budgeting process for 2021 (spring/summer of 2020), Council and staff discussed a potential
Job Description, Job Classification, and Compensation Study. As the budget was finalized, Council
dedicated $15,000 in line 101-220-43010 (Administration – Professional Service Fees, HR Services) to
accommodate this service.
This spring, staff has spoken with neighboring communities to understand their recent experience(s) with
the process. Following, staff then discussed the process with private consultants including Abdo Eick &
Meyers LLP, Baker Tilly, Flaherty & Hood, P.A., and David Drown Associates. Each provided materials
that are attached.
In considering the study, staff will provide an overview of three areas within, as the process can be done
with or without different components.
• Job Descriptions – Currently, the City employs 29 full-time employees and dozens (depending on
the time of year) of part-time employees. Over time, as position are filled, staff makes
recommendations to update existing position titles, and making outright title and description
updates and needed.
• Job Classification – As Council will recall, every three years the City is required to take part in the
State’s Pay Equity program. This program assigns points based on individual job classes, and then
measures (potential) disparities. While not unusual, the City of Vadnais Heights was deemed noncompliant after the first submission in 2020; however, after making short-term adjustments, the
City was deemed compliant at the second submission (post-adjustment).
• Compensation – This exercise gathers data from neighboring local government units to compare
compensation rates for same and similar positions.
Again, this process can be done in a variety of ways, so the goal of the discussion is to understand the
preference of Council. Timing is also important in considering the process. A statewide salary survey
recently closed (May 7, 2021) which would be used in the process. Depending on the level of service
desired by the City, the process will take weeks or months; further, to be considered in the budgeting
process this summer, a contract for services would need to be executed in the coming weeks.

5

Finally, when considering a contract for services for this kind of study, organizations identify a variety of
reasons that make this a priority. Three, high-level considerations are:
• Compliance – Over the years, the demands for services and from the City change; both in how they
are delivered and the skill set required of staff to do so. Ensuring that job classifications are up to
date ensures the City maintains compliance with programs like the MN Pay Equity program. As
previously noted, in the first 2020 Pay Equity submission, the City was non-compliant; however,
the second submission that was deemed compliant came after a short-term solution – this offers a
long-term solution.
• Retention – Naturally, over time, the City staff sees some level of turnover. While staff is not
advocating that the City of Vadnais Heights lead compensation rates, staff does advocate that City
remains competitive with our neighbors to keep the team we have. Again, turnover does happen,
but as indicated in the above chart, the City has hired ten (10) new full-time employees in the past
two and a half years (this mark is indicated by the arrow).
• Attract Talent – The City uses a variety of resources to “source” the best candidates as new full
time positions become vacant. Again, the City is not advocating that all positions offer
compensation above those we are competing with; rather, staff believes it remains important to
attract the best candidates to serve the City with whatever resources we have available. While the
Human Resource Officer is not immediately aware of upcoming retirements (or current staff plans
to leave the organization, otherwise), as indicated on the left of the graph the City is currently
fortunate to have a group of long-standing employees.
Staff will present the materials and will be happy to respond to questions, comments, or concerns. If
appropriate, staff will bring a contract for services for Council approval at the June 1, 2021 Council
meeting.

5

Position
Classification
&
Compensation
Study
City of
Vadnais
Heights
March 26, 2021

5201 Eden Avenue Suite 250 Edina, MN 55436
P: (952) 835.9090 • F: (952) 835.3261
100 Warren Street Suite 600 Mankato, MN 56001
P: (507) 625.2727 • F: (507) 389.9139
www.aemcpas.com
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
We are pleased to submit our proposal to the City of Vadnais Heights (the City) and are confident you will
find AEM Workforce Solutions, LLC (AEMWS) to have the experience and expertise to exceed your
expectations.
The primary contact for this engagement will be Leah Davis, CPA, Partner at Abdo Eick & Meyers and
President of AEMWS. Leah’s contact information is listed below.
Leah Davis, CPA
100 Warren Street, Suite 600
Mankato, MN 56001
leah.davis@aemws.com
507.524.4282
In the event the City selects the AEMWS proposal, AEMWS is prepared to enter into an agreement with
the City to provide services outlined in the proposal.
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Executive Summary
City of Vadnais Heights
Attention: Tim Sandvik
800 East County Road E
Vadnais Heights, MN 55127
Dear Tim,
Thank you for the opportunity to submit this proposal to the City of Vadnais Heights (the City) for a Position
Classification & Compensation Study. Based on our previous experience with the type of work outlined in the proposal,
we are confident our knowledge and expertise will allow us to meet all of your organization’s key project objectives
and deliver the City with a compensation program that provides you with the structural, compliance and, most
importantly, strategic management tools that you require. This proposal is valid for 90 days following the submission
date.
Our success has been driven by utilizing staff that are experienced and well trained in human resources management,
market wage analysis, and governmental planning and operations. We understand that attention to detail, project
approach, management communication, and quality project deliverables are important factors in your selection
process. We are confident in our ability to help Vadnais Heights achieve its desired project and organizational
outcomes.
Our approach to this project is to engage with City staff to ensure we have an exceptional understanding of the
project, each leader’s role in the project, overall expectations and desires, as well as exceptions to standard
operations. Throughout the project there will be periodic meetings, usually by phone or video conference, with City
staff to share information, solicit input, and provide updates. Based on our experience, we will structure each phase of
the project to emphasize efficiencies and streamline processes.
Ability to successfully complete all requirements - A component of our mission statement is a philosophy that we will
assist clients in reaching their maximum potential through open communication and teamwork. This means we will do
the following for you:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Present to you a clear project plan
Use technology to share and collaborate
Provide an environment that solicits and welcomes ideas and strategies from the City team
Present recommendations in clear, concise, and non-technical terms to all members of the City team
Collaborate with the City team and Council to ensure alignment with City compensation philosophies and practices
Return phone calls and emails promptly

Experience with similar projects - We believe our experience with similar projects and our expertise in human
resources management, governmental accounting, operational effectiveness, analysis, process, and planning is greater
than any other CPA or related advisory firm in Minnesota.
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Executive Summary
Understanding of the project and ability of the firm to complete the expected scope of work on schedule and within
budget - AEMWS is committed to providing a team environment that gives us the ability to complete projects on time
and within budget. We leverage our staff to ensure the work is being completed by the appropriate individuals and
reviewed/signed off on by a Partner. We understand the parameters and expectations of this project and will complete
the expected scope of work on schedule and within budget.
Provide objective and unbiased findings - as an impartial third party, AEMWS is committed to performing all aspects
of the compensation study and analysis objectively and with a focus on factual market wage information and
experienced interpretation of position responsibilities. While our team may engage with City staff to answer questions
and provide insight, we can guarantee that our final report will be solely intended to provide all stakeholders with
accurate and unbiased findings and recommendations.
Accomplishing project objectives - Our approach to a project is heavily dependent on communication and technology.
We believe that listening to our clients’ needs, concerns, and challenges is of utmost importance for a successful
project. Our experience in human resources management, internal operations, compensation analysis, processes,
procedures, analysis of market conditions, and knowledge of applicable rules and regulations allows us to partner with
the City to implement a robust compensation study that will be simple to maintain after initial implementation. We
use technology to share and collaborate with management to allow us to expedite our work product, provide answers
to staff questions quickly and communicate instantaneously.
We look forward to meeting with you to discuss our proposal and appreciate this opportunity to present AEMWS for
your consideration.
Sincerely,
AEM Workforce Solutions, LLC

Leah Davis, CPA
Partner, Abdo, Eick & Meyers, LLP
President, AEM Workforce Solutions, LLC
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Human
Resource
Experience
Government
Experience
For over 50 years, Abdo, Eick & Meyers, LLP has helped local governments throughout Minnesota serve their
communities more efficiently. As the leading governmental auditing firm in the state, we provide accounting,
financial, and audit services to over 200 governmental entities. In 2016, we established AEM Workforce
Solutions, LLC (AEMWS), a company dedicated to providing day-to-day and strategic level human resources
management and payroll services for many types of employers, including local governments. With a staff of 11
team members, comprised of CPAs, HR experts, and payroll specialists, and over 100 years of combined
experience, AEMWS provides clients with a depth of perspective and experience that is unparalleled, resulting
in creative and effective labor solutions.
As an integral part of your team, we work with you to deliver one-of-a-kind solutions for improving best
practices in your entire organization. You can expect to work with our partners, managers, and staff to resolve
issues ranging from operational effectiveness to long term planning, talent engagement, and workflow.

Partnering with Us
Our governmental client base is composed of cities, municipalities and other public entities. Common
governmental HR and payroll related services include:
• Position Classification & Market Compensation Studies
• Compensation Program Development and Implementation Support (Step/Grade, Performance based, etc.)
• HR/Payroll Process Evaluation, Development, and Automation Support
• Effective Performance Management Program Development and Training
• Strategic Workforce and Succession Planning
• HR Compliance Consulting
• Full Service Payroll Outsourcing
• Integrated HR/Payroll/Timekeeping/Accounting Software Utilization and Implementation Support
• Affordable Care Act Compliance
• Labor and Talent Development Programs and Customized Group Training
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Human
ResourceExperience
Experience
Human Resources
When it comes to human resources consulting and
support, our team of HR experts is laser focused on
what really matters – your people. Our dedicated HR
team is comprised of experienced professionals with
over 55 years of combined experience from a wide
variety of public, private, and multi-industry
perspectives. The diverse background and
experiences of our staff allows us to offer our clients
real world, people-focused, and best-in-class HR
consulting, compliance, process, and talent
management solutions. By advocating the use of
technology to efficiently and effectively service your
organization, we are able to dedicate our time to
personally supporting your team.
AEM is a full-service firm with over 160 dedicated
experts experienced in areas ranging from
accounting, audit, taxation, payroll, business
valuation, to estate planning. Our team is here to
help bring your organization to the next level of
success.

Partnering with Us

Our Human Resources experts routinely
provide public and private clients with:
General HR Support
As-needed support to handle challenging and
confusing HR issues. We can help translate the
rules into real-world solutions.
HR Assessment Projects
Document current HR policies and procedures,
identify potential risk areas, and recommend longterm process and program improvements
Employee Handbook development and
manager/employee training
Developing and providing our clients with clear and
predictable policies that work in real life
Benefit plan value analysis, enrollment support, and
employee education
Ensuring employee benefit investments receive the
recognition and appreciation they deserve

We begin every client relationship with listening to
where you are today and where you want to go
tomorrow, from this we are able to gain a deep
understanding of the needs of your organization.
We focus on understanding your culture, your
leaders, and your current policies while helping you
identify and prioritize your current challenges, blind
spots, goals, and opportunities. This phase typically
involves review of relevant documents, discussions
with your leadership team, and collaboration with
your key decision makers. Whenever possible, our
team loves the opportunity to meet and connect with
your people, face to face, to build the trust and
relationships that drive rewarding partnership and
project outcomes.

Automation Consulting
Helping clients automate the administrative and
paper heavy HR functions and improving
consistency to free up leadership time to focus on
the people

Your organization isn’t looking for “one size fits all”
solutions and templates, and our team understands
that. Our commitment to really knowing your
organization and your people, before building a
solution, allows us to provide you with customized
deliverables and outcomes that align with your
strategic direction and add value over the long-term.

Manager and leadership training
Including, but not limited to, sexual harassment,
disability accommodation, effective communication,
goalsetting, change management, and constructive
conflict

This people-centric and outcome-focused approach
to HR support makes us confident that we’re the right
partner for your organization. Let us help you
transition your HR operations from restrictive and
uncertain to intentional and empowering.

Affordable Care Act
Compliance planning, management, and reporting
support
Performance Management Program development
and training
Developing and implementing programs that
effectively motivate and reward the behaviors that
drive organizational success

Total compensation program and marketability
analysis
Ensuring compensation programs are competitive,
motivating, and focused on retaining the highest
performers
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Technology
AEM Technology
We believe technology should enhance our service offerings, making our work less intrusive, our time with you
more productive and keep everyone’s data more secure. Our use of technology in position classification and
compensation analysis enables us to streamline our work. It also helps us to automate certain functions of our
projects so we are free to spend more time analyzing our results and working directly with you.
AEM takes the security of our data and our client's data very seriously. A number of systems are in place to
ensure the safety of your organization’s data with us. We operate in a completely remote hosted environment.
This not only allows us to work from any computer, anywhere, any time, but also provides large scale, cutting
edge technology and security for your data. Your data is housed in a secure data warehouse, not on laptops or
local servers.
It also means:
• All firm staff use dual authentication for every login to our remote environment
• Our data is saved on redundant servers so if one server fails, another server immediately takes over
• Our data is backed up continually
• All email and embedded links are scanned for viruses prior to landing in our inbox
Our remote host vendor works exclusively with public accounting firms. Their client base includes
approximately 300 firms. They maintain a Service Organization Control 2 (SOC 2) report covering their
organizational controls over security, processing integrity, etc. This report is available if you’d like to review it.
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What Our Clients Say
Client References
We have long-term relationships with many of our clients. The local government clients listed below serve as a
sample of references of those that we have successfully partnered with for position classification and
compensation analysis engagements. Additional references are available upon request.

City of Rogers, MN
Stacy Scharber, Assistant City Administrator
P: 763.428.2253 E: sscharber@rogersmn.gov
22350 S. Diamond Lake Road, Rogers, MN 55374
2016 Engagement Leader – Leah Davis

City of Orono, MN
Dustin Rief, City Administrator
P: 952.249.4600 E: drief@ci.orono.mn.us
2750 Kelley Parkway, Orono, MN 55356
2015 Engagement Leader – Steve McDonald
2018 Engagement Leader – Leah Davis

City of Dayton, MN
Tina Goodroad, City Administrator/Development Director
P: 763.421.3487 E: tgoodroad@cityofdayonmn.com
12260 S. Diamond Lake Road, Dayton, MN 55327
2019 Engagement Leader – Leah Davis

City of Le Sueur, MN
Jasper Kruggel, City Administrator
P: 507.593.8312 E: jkruggel@cityoflesueur.com
203 South Second Street, Le Sueur, MN 56058
2019 Engagement Leader – Leah Davis
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What Our Clients Say
Client References - continued
City of New Prague, MN
Michael Johnson, City Administrator
P: 952.758.4401 E: mjohnson@ci.new-prague.mn.us
118 Central Avenue N, New Prague, MN 56071
2020 Engagement Leader – Leah Davis

Shakopee Public Utilities - Shakopee, MN
Deb Amundson, President, Shakopee Public Utilities Commission
E: deb.Amundson@icloud.com
255 Sarazin Street, Shakopee, MN 55379
2020 Engagement Leader – Leah Davis
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Project
Plan and Timeline
Timeline
2021

For most cities it is very important to work with a firm that has a clear implementation
process that will provide frequent and consistent progress updates. AEMWS has included
update meetings with the City Management team proposed in the project plan. These
meetings will be designed to provide project updates, solicit comments, review progress,
and address any challenges. The schedule identifies a completion date of 100 - 130 days
following the project start date, depending on the City's internal timelines.
PROJECT PHASE

Introduction and Project Orientation
The first step to this project is to review and analyze data provided by the City. This includes the
existing job descriptions and current compensation model, existing union contracts, and any
other data the City has available. After this review, we will meet with the City Management team
to discuss overall project expectations, outcomes, and timelines. We believe it is important to
hold a kickoff meeting with the City Management team, either virtually or in-person, to discuss
the project timelines and process as well as to identify City expectations, identify current
compensation challenges, and define strategic project goals. This is also an opportunity for the
City Management team to ask for clarification on the project and address any questions they may
have.

TIMELINE

DAY 1 – 15
Depending on
City Availability

Comprehensive Job Description Updates and Evaluation
Beginning with the existing City job descriptions, we will engage with City staff, using our
internally developed Job Analysis Questionnaire survey tool, to solicit specific job duties and
requirements for each position. Using the information collected with the Job Analysis
Questionnaire, we will make any necessary updates to existing job descriptions to ensure
accurate reflection of current job duties, experience requirements, cognitive requirements, and
physical requirements of each position. All job descriptions will also be reviewed for compliance
with the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and
formatted to ensure consistency. Final drafts will be presented to City management and City
Council for final review and approval.

DAY 16 - 50

Position Classification and Market Compensation Analysis
Using the updated job descriptions, the Hay Method pointing methodology, which we have
utilized for over 10 years, and in collaboration with City leadership, we will evaluate and assign
position point values for each City position and organize positions into hierarchical order, based
on point assignment. In addition, we will complete a full wage/compensation market survey,
utilizing the Minnesota Local Government Salary and Benefit Survey put out by the League of
Minnesota Cities as well as private sector compensation resources, where applicable. This
analysis will include recommendations for maintaining marketable wage scales into future years
as well as best practices for managing multiple union and non-union scales.

DAY 51 - 75
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Project
Plan and Timeline
Timeline
2021

Continued from page 8
PROJECT PHASE

Proposed Compensation System Development and Testing
The overall structure of the compensation study and system structure will be reviewed and
updated according to the compensation and performance management philosophies of the City
and will include identification of current or potential pay compression, pay equity, and collective
bargaining issues. Once the proposed structure is completed, all data will be tested for
compliance with Federal and State regulations, including Minnesota Pay Equity reporting for all
municipal entities.

Final Documents
All documents will be reviewed with the City Management team in draft format before finalization
and distribution. Final reporting will include comprehensive project findings, recommendations,
description of overall methodology utilized in the project, data analysis, and estimated
implementation costs and process. The City will be provided with all updated job description
files, FLSA evaluation documentation, and all tools and resources to administer and maintain the
proposed compensation model into the future. Once approved by the City Management team,
report findings and recommendations will be presented, in person or virtually, to the City Council
for review and discussion.

Implementation and System Administration Training/Support - Optional
Our team will develop and lead a customized compensation system implementation and
maintenance program for leadership and staff. Training will include suggestions for appropriately
awarding step increases, documented plan administration best practices, and a formal position
review and reclassification request policy.

TIMELINE

Day 71 - 85

DAY 86 – 100
Depending on
City availability

DAY 101 - 130
Depending on
City availability

Post Contract Support Services
On an as needed basis, AEMWS will be available to review new or significantly altered job Optional and only
descriptions, including determination of points and salary ranges for the position, as well as
as directed by
provide documentation support for future pay equity reporting to the Minnesota Department of
the City
Management.
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Value

Project Phase – to be billed as completed

Proposed Investment

Comprehensive Job Description Updates & Evaluation – assumes 15 individual
positions
OPTION #1 – Assuming AEM Workforce Solutions performs all job questionnaires,
description updates, and regulatory review

$ 4,700.00

OPTION #2 – Assuming City of Vadnais Heights performs all job questionnaires and
updates, using AEMWS provided tools and templates, and provides AEMWS with
current and updated job descriptions for regulatory review.

$ 850.00

Market Compensation Analysis – assumes 15 individual positions

3,700.00

Position Scoring and Classification – assumes 15 individual positions

2,900.00

Proposed Compensation System Development and Pay Equity Testing

3,800.00

Report of Findings and Recommendations

2,900.00

Implementation and System Administration Training/Support – Optional Service

3,500.00

TOTAL PROJECT INVESTMENT (Lump sum not to exceed)

$ 21,500.00

Post Contract Services:
Per Position Scoring/Classification Fee
Hourly consulting and post contract services

$

325.00/position

$195.00 – $385.00/hour
Depending on staff level
required
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Value
Service Guarantee
Our work is guaranteed to the complete satisfaction of the customer. If you are not completely satisfied with the
services performed by AEMWS, we will, at the option of the Client, either refund the price or accept a portion of
said price that reflects the Client’s level of value received. Upon payment of each of your scheduled payments,
we will judge you have been satisfied.

Price Guarantee
Furthermore, if you ever receive an invoice without first authorizing the service, payment terms, and price, you
are not obligated to pay for that service. Please understand, however, that the price that we’ve quoted considers
and relies upon the following:
• The information you agree to provide is on time and complete to the degree indicated in our agreement.
• Your key management, finance, or human resources team members don’t change during our service period.
• No undisclosed or newly arising complexities, claims, or significant transactions, occur that impact our
service period. This includes emergence of yet unspecified revisions to any prior period work that would need
to occur before we can perform our agreed services.
• No new tax, regulatory, or other reporting requirements are introduced between now and the end of our
service period.
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Agreement for Services
Agreement for Services
THIS AGREEMENT, is made and entered into on
, 20__, by and between the CITY OF Vadnais Heights
(hereinafter referred to as the “Client”), and AEM Workforce Solutions LLC (hereinafter referred to as “AEMWS”
or the “Contractor”).
Articles of Agreement & Recitals
WHEREAS, the Client is authorized and empowered to secure from time to time certain professional services
through contracts with qualified consultants; and
WHEREAS, the Contractor understands and agrees that:
1. The Contractor will act as an Independent Contractor in the performance of all duties under this Agreement.
Accordingly, the Contractor shall be responsible for payment of all taxes, including federal, state and local
taxes and professional/business license fees related to its own operations and arising out of the Contractor’s
activities;
2. The Contractor shall have no authority to bind the Client for the performance of any services or to obligate
the Client. The Contractor is not an agent, servant, or employee of the Client and shall not make any such
representations or hold itself out as such;
3. The Contractor shall perform all professional services in a competent and professional manner, acting in the
best interests of the Client at all times.
4. The Contractor shall not accrue any continuing contract rights for the services performed under this
contract.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and promises contained herein, it is agreed as
follows:
ARTICLE I
INCORPORATION OF RECITALS
The recitals and agreement set forth above are hereby incorporated into this Agreement.
ARTICLE II
LIABILITY INSURANCE
Section 1 Liability Insurance: The Contractor shall obtain professional liability insurance, at its expense with
liability insurance coverage minimums in the amount of $2,000,000, which Contractor must secure and maintain
during the term of this Agreement. Contractor will provide the Client with proof of liability insurance coverage
under this Agreement in writing upon request by the Client.
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Agreement for Services
ARTICLE III
DURATION OF THE AGREEMENT
Section 1 Duration: This Agreement shall commence upon date of execution by all parties and will remain in
effect until the completion of the consulting engagement unless earlier terminated as provided in Subsections 2
and 3.
Section 2 Client’s Termination Rights: The Client may terminate this Agreement upon sixty (60) days written
notice in the event the Client determines in its sole discretion that it is not in the Client’s best interest to continue
using Contractor’s services. The Client may terminate upon ten (10) days written notice of the Contractor fails to
perform its obligations under this Agreement.
Section 3 Contractor’s Termination Rights: Contractor may terminate this Agreement upon thirty (30) days
written notice to the Client in the event the Client does not pay Contractor compensation as required under
Article 5, Section 9 within fifteen (15) days after invoice is received by the Client. In the event of non-payment
within thirty (30) days, Contractor shall give the Client an opportunity to cure the default by giving a notice of
such non-payment and an additional five (5) days after the Client’s receipt of the notice to remit such payment,
prior to giving a notice of termination. Contractor can also terminate the Agreement with sixty (60) days written
notice.
ARTICLE IV
RENEWAL OF THE AGREEMENT
Section 1 Renewal Period: Not less than ninety (90) days prior to the expiration of the term of this Agreement,
the Client may provide written notice of its intent to renew this Agreement for an additional term of up to three
years upon terms and conditions agreed upon by both parties to the Agreement. If no such renewal agreement
is executed by the parties, the Agreement terminates without further action of either party on the one year
anniversary date, or the completion of the consulting engagement, whichever is longer.
ARTICLE V
GENERAL
Section 1 Authorized Client Agent: The Client’s authorized agent for the purpose of administration of this
Agreement is the Client Operations Manager. Said agent shall have final authority for approval and acceptance
of the Contractor’s services performed under this Agreement and shall further have responsibility for
administration of the terms and conditions of this Agreement. All notices under this Agreement shall be sent to
the person and address indicated below on the signature lines.
Section 2 Amendments: No amendments or variations of the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be
valid unless in writing and signed by the parties.
Section 3 Assignability: The Contractor’s rights and obligations under this Agreement are not assignable or
transferable, but the Client’s rights and obligations may be assigned to any successor entity upon ten (10) days
notice.
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Agreement for Services
ARTICLE V--CONTINUED
GENERAL--CONTINUED
Section 4 Data: Any data or materials, including, but not limited to, reports, studies, photographs or any and all
other documents prepared by the Contractor or its outside consultants in the performance of the Contractor's
obligations under this Agreement shall be the exclusive property of the Client, and any such data and materials
shall be remitted to the Client by the Contractor upon completion, expiration, or termination of this Agreement
conditioned upon Client’s payment of all fees and expenses due to Contractor pursuant to this Agreement.
Further, any such data and materials shall be treated and maintained by the Contractor and its outside
consultants in accordance with applicable federal, state and local laws. Further, Contractor will have access to
data collected or maintained by the Client to the extent necessary to perform Contractor's obligations under this
Agreement. Contractor agrees to maintain all data obtained from the Client in the same manner as the Client is
required under the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act, Minnesota Statutes Chapter 13 or other
applicable law (hereinafter referred to as the "Act"). Contractor will not release or disclose the contents of data
classified as not public to any person except at the written direction of the Client. Upon receipt of a request to
obtain and/or review data as defined in the Act, Contractor will immediately notify the Client. The Client shall
provide written direction to Contractor regarding the request within a reasonable time, not to exceed fifteen (15)
days. The Client agrees to indemnify, hold harmless and defend Contractor for any liability, expense, cost,
damages, claim, and action, including attorneys' fees, arising out of or related to Contractor's complying with the
Client’s direction. Upon termination and/or completion of this Agreement, Contractor agrees to return all data to
the Client, as requested by the Client.
Section 5 Entire Agreement: This Agreement is the entire agreement between the Client and the Contractor and
it supersedes all prior written or oral agreements. There are no other covenants, promises, undertakings, or
understandings outside of this Agreement other than those specifically set forth. Any term, condition, prior
course of dealing, course of performance, usage of trade, understanding, or agreement purporting to modify,
vary, supplement, or explain any provision of this Agreement is null and void and of no effect unless in writing
and signed by representatives of both parties authorized to amend this Agreement.
Section 6 Severability: All terms and covenants contained in this Agreement are severable. In the event any
provision of this Agreement shall be held invalid by any court of competent jurisdiction, this Agreement shall be
interpreted as if such invalid terms or covenants were not contained herein and such holding shall not invalidate
or render unenforceable any other provision hereof.
Section 7 Contractor Fiscal Decision Waiver: Contractor is responsible for providing the Client with timely and
accurate human resources recommendations and information that allows the Client the ability to make final
human resources decisions. Contractor will provide final human resources recommendations, but Contractor is
not responsible for the final decisions made regarding human resources matters and Client shall indemnify and
hold Contractor harmless from the same.
Section 8 Client Employment of Contractor’s Employees; Should the Client desire to employ the Contractor’s
employee that is assigned to the Client during the term of this Agreement, it must have the written consent of the
Contractor to enter into a Client employee contract with the Contractor’s employee. Should the Contractor agree
to such arrangement, the agreement will include a payment equal to 200% of the annual contracted cost, in
addition to the annual contracted cost already paid to the Contractor. This restriction on employment applies
only during the term of this Agreement and for a period of six (6) months thereafter.
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ARTICLE V--CONTINUED
GENERAL—CONTINUED
Section 9 Compensation: The parties agree that the Contractor shall be paid compensation for the services
provided hereunder, based on the fees indicated in the proposed client investment schedule and under the
attached scope of services. Additional fees will not be incurred without prior approval of the Client.
Section 10 Additional Services: Should the Client request additional services in addition to the Contracted
Services, the Contractor will provide the Client with proposed fees for the additional services to be provided. The
Client shall provide a written or electronic confirmation prior to the proposed services implementation.
Section 11 Outside Contractors: It shall be the responsibility of Contractor to compensate any other outside
consultants retained or hired by Contractor to fulfill its obligations under this Agreement and shall be responsible
for their work and Contractor, by using outside contractors, shall not be relieved of its obligations under this
Agreement.
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
Section 1 Disputes: If any dispute arises between AEMWS and the Client under this Agreement, the dispute
shall first be submitted to mediation. The costs of mediation shall be shared equally by the parties. All disputes
between AEMWS and the Client arising out of this Agreement which cannot be settled directly or through
mediation shall be resolved through binding arbitration in Mankato, Minnesota in accordance with the rules for
resolution of commercial disputes then in effect of the American Arbitration Association, and judgment upon the
award may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof. It is further agreed that the arbitrator may, in its
sole discretion, award attorneys’ fees and costs to the prevailing party.
Section 2 Limitation of Liability: AEMWS’ entire liability, and the Client’s exclusive remedy, for AEMWS’
performance or non-performance under this Agreement shall be for AEMWS to reimburse the Client the total
charges for related services provided during the previous twelve months. AEMWS WILL NOT, UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES, BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES OR FOR LOST PROFITS, SAVINGS OR REVENUES WHICH THE CLIENT MAY INCUR AS A
RESULT OF AEMWS’ FAILURE TO PERFORM ANY TERM OR CONDITION OF THIS AGREEMENT (EVEN
IF IT HAS BEEN SPECIFICALLY ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES). The Client shall
indemnify AEMWS against, and hold each of them harmless from, any and all liabilities, claims, costs, expenses
and damages of any nature (including reasonable attorney’s fees and costs) in any way arising out of or relating
to disputes or legal actions with Client’s employees or any third parties concerning the provision of the services
under this Agreement. The Client’s obligations under the preceding sentence shall survive termination of this
Agreement.
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Agreement for the Provision of
Professional Services

WHEREFORE, this Agreement was entered into on the date set forth below and the
undersigned, by execution hereof, represent that they are authorized to enter into this
Agreement on behalf of the respective parties and state that this Agreement has been
read by them and that the undersigned understand and fully agree to each, all and every
provision hereof, and hereby, acknowledge receipt of a copy hereof.

Name
Title
Date

__________________________________________________________

Name

Title

Date

President

March 26, 2021
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Leah Davis, CPA

Team Bios

President, AEM Workforce Solutions
Partner, Abdo, Eick & Meyers

leah.davis@aemws.com
Direct Line: 507.524.2347
www.aemcpas.com

Background
Since joining the firm as President of AEM Workforce Solutions
in 2016, Leah has helped employers find creative ways to
overcome their HR and payroll challenges. Whether it’s
developing a motivating employee performance evaluation
program, implementing an integrated HR/payroll system, or
designing strategies to improve engagement, Leah and her
team seek what’s best for both the organization and its people.
As an active CPA and after owning and operating an
outsourced HR and payroll consulting business for nearly a
decade, Leah has worked with employers across all industries.
She also has several years of experience in public accounting
and these experiences equip Leah with a unique perspective
on the complex HR, financial, and strategic planning issues that
employers face every day.

Qualifications & Specialties

Outside of work, Leah spends her time reading, cooking,
catching live music wherever she can find it, and enjoying time
outside on the southern Minnesota farm where she lives with
her husband and their 4 young daughters

 Human Resources Management, Consulting, and Compliance, including a focus on leveraging
technology to maximize employee experience and streamline administrative HR workflows
 HR and Leadership Team Coaching and Training, focused on building technical and practical skills
to improve overall performance and operational effectiveness
 Employee Benefit Plan Administration and Analysis, including Affordable Care Act (ACA)
compliance, benefit workflow optimization, and evaluation of benefit plan design options to evaluate
costs and maximize employee value recognition
 Employee Incentive and Compensation Plan Development, including position classification and
compensation plan design and total compensation analysis

Education
Minnesota State University, Mankato
B.S in Accounting and Business Administration

Professional Memberships
 American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)
 Minnesota Society of Certified Public Accountants (MNCPA)
 Society for Human Resources Management (SHRM)
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Annie Caron
HR Generalist

Team Bios

annie.caron@aemcpas.com
Direct Line: 952.939.3232
www.aemcpas.com

Background
Annie first joined Abdo, Eick & Meyers in 2017 as the Firm’s
first HR Intern and started full-time in January 2019, following
graduation, as the Firm’s HR Generalist. At that time is when
she also joined the AEM Workforce Solutions team and now
spends half of her time working with the team and its clients.
With two and a half years of experience, Annie has been
exposed to a variety of HR and payroll functions working with
both clients and internal employees.
Outside of work, Annie enjoys traveling, being outside with her
dog, Zoey, and spending time with her friends and family.

Qualifications & Specialties
 Experience in Human Resources Management & Compliance, HRIS Implementation and
Administration, Benefits Administration and COBRA, Recruitment, Employee Onboarding and Offboarding, Performance Management, Employee Relations, Workers Compensation, Reporting, and
Payroll
 Works extensively with ADP Workforce Now, BambooHR and Microsoft Office

Education
Minnesota State University, Mankato
B.S in Business Management with an emphasis on Human
Resources

Professional Memberships
 Society for Human Resources Management (SHRM)
 Twin Cities Society for Human Resource Management
(TCSHRM)
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Tamara Hastings, PHR

Team Bios

Senior HR Specialist, AEM Workforce Solutions
Abdo, Eick & Meyers

tamara.hastings@aemws.com
Direct Line: 952.449.6242
www.aemcpas.com

Background
Tamara joined the firm as a Senior Human Resources
Specialist at AEM Workforce Solutions in 2020 and brings over
9 years of experience working closely with business leaders,
managers and employees in a wide variety of HR functions.
Her extensive background in internal Human Resources
provides a unique ability to understand and offer practical
solutions to the challenges faced by both HR professionals and
business leaders.
Tamara’s skills and interests focus on organizational culture,
employee relations, employee engagement, and management
coaching and training. Her hands-on experiences allow her to
assist and support others in navigating everyday situations in
the workplace. Tamara has also previously owned and
operated her own small business and brings that experience
and knowledge with her as she works with clients.
Outside of work, Tamara spends her time reading,
volunteering, and enjoying time with friends and family. She is
also an animal lover and can often be found at one of the many
Minneapolis area dog parks with her Pug and French Bulldog.

Qualifications & Specialties
• Experience in Human Resources Management, Management Training and Coaching, Employee
Engagement and Retention, FMLA and Leave Administration, and Performance Management
• Extensive hands-on experience managing Employee Relations and Internal Investigations
• Experience in transportation and heavy and small equipment industries, as well as DOT

Education
Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville
M.A. in Corporate and Organizational Communication
B.S. in Organizational Communication

Professional Memberships
 Society for Human Resources Management (SHRM)
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Human
ResourceInformation
Experience
Hay Methodology
As part of our position analysis and classification, positions will be scored using a plan adapted from the Hay
Method. The model assigned each position a score in the following categories (adapted from the State of
Minnesota 2009 Hay Manual): Know-How, Problem Solving, Accountability, and Special Conditions. The following
information provides a summary of factors and considerations used to apply this classification method.

Know-How represents the knowledge, skills and abilities an employee needs to be successful in a particular
job. The Hay evaluation method places the greatest emphasis on Know-How. Know-How is defined as an expert
skill, information or body of knowledge that imparts an ability to cause a desired result. The Know-How category is
the most heavily weighted category. If a position is more easily learned, the position will point toward the lower
end of the scale.
Know-How category is further divided into three parts: Depth and Breadth of Job-Specific Knowledge (aka
Technical and Specialized Know-How and Job-Specific Knowledge); Integrating Know-How (aka Managerial
Breadth or Know-How); and Human Relation Skills (aka Human Relations Know-How). A number is assigned for
total Know-How points by making several separate choices for each of the three elements described and an
overall assessment.
Job-Specific Knowledge includes the position's requirements for knowledge and skills related to
practices, procedures, specialized techniques and professional disciplines. It also includes basic and jobspecific supervisory and managerial KSAs, when appropriate. This aspect of Know-How does not make
distinctions among differently-sized managerial jobs nor does it include human relation skills. It is
important to remember that this element measures the requirements of the position, not the qualifications
of an incumbent.
Integrating Know-How considers the need to integrate and manage progressively more diverse
functions and is used to rank managerial breadth and scope, from similar to very different functions.
When required, basic and job-specific supervisory and managerial knowledge, skills and abilities are
included in the Job-Specific part of a Know-How rating. The overall size of an organization directly
influences the number of managerial breadth categories, because the organizational size often reflects
requirements for increased managerial complexity and diversity.
Human Relation Skills is the third element of a job's Know-How rating. It is the active, practicing
interpersonal skills typically required for productive working relationships to work with, or through, others
inside and/or outside of the organization to get work accomplished. It assumes that each job requires a
foundation of basic human relations skills. To be effective, an employee must typically be proficient at the
highest level of Human Relations Skill regularly required for the position.

Problem Solving is the process of working through details of a problem to reach a solution. Problem solving
may include mathematical or systematic operations and can be a gauge of an individual's critical thinking skills.
Problem Solving measures the intensity of the mental process that uses Know-How to: (1) identify, (2) define, and
(3) resolve problems. It is a percentage of Know-How, reflecting the fact that "you think with what you know." This
is true of even the most creative work. Ideas are put together from something already there. The raw material of
any thinking is knowledge of facts, principles and means.
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Problem Solving – continued
Context includes the influences or environment that limit or guide decision-making such as rules,
instructions, procedures, standards, policies, principles from fields of science and academic disciplines.
Positions are guided by organizational, departmental or functional goals, policies, objectives and practices
circumscribed by procedures and instructions. In general, policies describe the "what" of a subject matter,
procedures detail the steps needed to follow through on a policy (i.e., how, where, when, by whom) and
instructions outline the specific aspects of how to perform the tasks, such as the operation of a machine
or how to select the appropriate letters to use in particular situations.
Thinking Challenge includes the nature of the problems encountered and the mental processes used to
resolve the problems. The scale ranges from simple problems to very complex issues, with the premise
that simple issues recur regularly in the same form and after a while are resolved by rote or instinct, but
very difficult issues require substantial thinking and deliberation. The types of situations encountered and
the processes involved in identifying, defining or resolving related problems are considered. Thinking
Challenge reflects the degree of difficulty in finding improvements and adapting to changes.

Accountability does not mean being responsible for getting one's own work done. Rather, it reflects
responsibility for actions and their consequences and the measured effect of the job on end results for the
organization. Accountability includes three factors: Freedom to Act/Empowerment, Magnitude, and Job Impact.

Freedom to Act/Empowerment involves the degree of personal or procedural control or guidance
exercised over the position. For example, what constraints are put on an employee in this job? How closely
supervised is the position? What kinds of decisions are made higher up in the organization?
Magnitude is the portion of the total organization encompassed by the position's primary purpose. It's
most typically indicated by the general dollar size of the area(s) most directly affected by the job, i.e., the
resources over which the position has control or influence. A variety of factors are considered such as
size of budget the employee is responsible for, what degree of influence is held and is this person a
decision maker.
Job Impact is considered to be indirect (indirect or contributory) or direct and measurable (shared or
primary). It involves the way in which the position's actions affect end results in the agency. For example,
how does the employee influence the business - directly or indirectly? Does the employee provide
advisory or interpretive services for others to use in making decisions? Is the job an information-recording
one? Does it provide a necessary service with a relatively small effect on the business of the agency?
"Contributory" and "primary" are, by far, the most frequently used options.“

Special Conditions consider the physical effort, environmental conditions, hazard exposure, and sensory
attention demands that an employee is commonly subject to in the position. For example, two positions may be
assigned identical points in all other areas but the position that is regularly required to work in extreme outdoor
conditions (i.e. heat or extreme cold) would receive additional points for these factors.
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Classification and Compensation Studies
In conducting a comprehensive classification and compensation study the typical approach Baker Tilly uses
to prepare and update an organizations plan is described below. We can customize this process to meet
the specific needs of your organization.
The process includes the nine tasks described below.
1. Project Initiation
Baker Tilly meets with the organization’s project manager and other appropriate personnel to discuss
study methodology and timetable. The existing classification and compensation plan is discussed and
reviewed, noting major issues the organization would like the study to address. Baker Tilly also meets
individually with department heads to obtain information regarding department structure, classification
and compensation issues that may be affecting department operations, including recruitment and
retention issues.
2. Data Collection
Baker Tilly conducts employee informational meetings to introduce the study, explain study procedures
and answer any questions employees may have about the process. Multiple meetings may be
conducted to ensure that all employees have the opportunity to attend and so as to not disrupt the
operations of the organization. Baker Tilly will distribute a Position Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ) to
employees at these meetings. The questionnaire will collect information from each employee on their
job duties, responsibilities, essential functions, and other job-related factors that affect the position.
Employees will also identify specific physical requirements and working conditions of their position to
assist in the consultant’s review for compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. The
information gathered from the PAQs will provide the information to be used in developing new position
descriptions, evaluating jobs, and creating a survey instrument to gather wage data from comparable
organizations. After reviewing the completed PAQs, Baker Tilly conducts individual job audits with
employees who represent a cross-section of the organization’s positions. Employees are selected for job
audits if Baker Tilly needs clarification of information outlined in the PAQ, from department head interviews,
and to ensure that each department is represented.
3. Preliminary Classifications and Position Descriptions
Baker Tilly will use the information collected from the PAQs and job audits to prepare preliminary class and
position descriptions and a preliminary assignment of employees to appropriate job classes based on a
review of job duties and responsibilities, knowledge, skills and abilities, and minimum education and
experience requirements.
Position descriptions will be prepared defining the essential functions and minimum requirements. Special
attention is given to ensure that bona fide occupational qualifications, registrations, licensing, certification
and special training, if dictated by standards of practice and/or job requirements, are included as minimum
qualifications. These descriptions will also identify the essential functions customarily performed by
employees assigned to each position, physical requirements and working conditions in compliance with the
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Americans with Disabilities Act. At this time we also review each position’s designation (exempt v. nonexempt) under the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act.
Preliminary position descriptions are submitted to the appropriate employee and department head for
review and comment. Baker Tilly will modify the position descriptions as deemed appropriate. Final
classification decisions will be made after all comments have been reviewed.
4. Market Survey
Baker Tilly will conduct a comprehensive salary and benefits (if required) survey to compare your
organizations positions with analogous positions in other comparable agencies in the area labor
market. Potential survey participants should be comparable to the organization, relates to those
organizations with which your organization competes for employees, and represents the appropriate labor
market. External market comparisons for positions is based on similar organizational structure, population,
geographic location, job responsibilities, scope of authority, financial, socio-economic, growth, and other
relevant factors. There can be different labor markets for positions, some are recruited from the local area,
while others are recruited regionally or nationally.
The study team will identify appropriate sources for the survey data in consultation with the
organizations project manager, and other relevant staff. Baker Tilly will prepare a salary and benefits
(if required) survey instrument covering a cross-section of trades, administrative support, public safety,
technical, administrative, professional, managerial, and executive positions related to the organization.
5. Job Evaluation
While salary survey data will assist in determining an organizations position in the competitive market,
job evaluation is the mechanism that ensures that internal pay relationships are equitable, and in
Minnesota, ensures compliance with the Local Government Pay Equity Act. Baker Tilly has developed
and copyrighted a job evaluation system known as Systematic Analysis and Factor Evaluation (SAFE®)
System. The SAFE system is a unique job evaluation method created specifically for use in local
government and designed to measure job factors which apply specifically to local government.
The system rates and ranks jobs based on various skill levels which include various levels of trades
positions, administrative support, human support, technical, administrative, protective services,
professional and executive levels and nine work factors, which include:
•

Training and Ability

•

Independence of Actions

•

Human Relations Skills

•

Level of Work

•

Supervision Exercised

•

Working Conditions/Hazards

•

Physical Demands

•

Experience Required

•

Impact on End Results

The result is an equitable and consistent method of evaluating jobs and relating positions to the
compensation plan. The system facilitates proper and equitable comparisons between and among
classes, and minimizes the appearance of favoritism in evaluating, rating and ranking jobs.
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6. Development of a Pay Plan and Implementation Strategy
Developing a compensation plan typically draws substantially from market data in conjunction with the
job evaluation results for each position. Baker Tilly will assign each position, or group of positions, to an
appropriate salary grade based on the classification system and prevailing rates paid by survey
participants. The compensation plan is developed to reflect information obtained from the organization
regarding its pay philosophy as well as goals and objectives established for its compensation program.
Baker Tilly will propose a compensation plan and implementation options which will ensure that the
organization remains competitive with the labor market and meets the financial and budgetary
requirements of the organization. Cost estimates of the implementation option(s) are provided.
7. Staff Training
At the conclusion of the study, Baker Tilly will conduct staff training in the methodology used to develop,
maintain and update all aspects of the compensation and classification plan, and how to determine the
validity of requests for reclassification. The training program will include the development and/or revision
of class descriptions along with rating, ranking and salary grade assignments of positions. Instruction
manuals pertaining to the job evaluation system will be provided. Baker Tilly will remain available to the
staff for additional consultation after the study has been completed.
Baker Tilly also has available for purchase, the database utilized to develop and maintain position
descriptions, track changes and evaluate/re-evaluate positions.
8. Final Report
The final report includes:
• A detailed study methodology
• Discussion of the consulting team’s findings, conclusions and recommendations regarding proposed
changes in job descriptions, salary structure, compensation philosophy, pay and compensation
mechanisms, estimated cost and implementation plan
• List of positions and the assignment of each class to a salary grade
• Identification of positions that are exempt from FLSA overtime requirements
• Salary and benefits survey results
• Job evaluation factor analysis for each position
• Status under the State of Minnesota Local Government Pay Equity Act (if applicable)
Baker Tilly staff will meet with designated officials to present and explain the findings outlined in the
final report. Copies of study documents will be provided in both in written and electronic form.
9. Post Contract Maintenance
Baker Tilly can provide on-going assistance to clients after completion of a classification and
compensation study. Post-contract maintenance services include assisting the organization with
development of new position descriptions, assignment of positions to the classification plan,
determining the FLSA status of a new or revised position, and conducting job evaluations for
reclassification requests and new positions created by the organization.
The classification and compensation study process typically takes four to seven months to complete,
dependent on the size of the organization, and the scope of services requested.
Baker Tilly would be happy to provide a complete proposal for your consideration.
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TEMPLATE QUOTE
To:

[x], [title], [employer name]

From:

Brandon M. Fitzsimmons, Shareholder Attorney
Karina G. Patino, Legal Analyst

Date:

May 14, 2021

Re:

Template Quote for Job Classification and Compensation Study

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Flaherty & Hood, P.A. hereby submits this template quote to conduct a Job Classification and
Compensation Study for [employer name] ([employer name]), which includes a description of the
purpose, and need for the study, the scope of services to be provided, and costs.
Purpose and Need
A governmental unit’s success depends on its employees’ performance. To recruit and retain a
productive and reliable workforce, governmental units need to appropriately value and compensate
employees. In establishing employee compensation, governmental units must ensure that each job in the
governmental unit interrelate to each other so that a governmental unit can: optimize achievement of the
governmental unit’s mission, goals and objectives; determine the relative worth and appropriate pay rate
for jobs; and comply with the Minnesota Pay Equity Act (PEA), Minn. Stat. §§ 471.991-.999, which
requires that every Minnesota governmental unit establish compensation for female-dominated classes
that is not consistently below the compensation for male-dominated classes of comparable value of work
measured by the skill, effort, responsibility, and working conditions normally required in the
performance of the work.
To achieve these objectives, Minnesota governmental units need to establish job classification and
compensation systems, which establish activities and responsibilities, job ratings (e.g. points), and
appropriate pay for each position in the governmental unit.
Job classification involves the systematic study of jobs to determine which activities and responsibilities
they include, the personal qualifications necessary for performance of the jobs, the conditions under
which the work is performed, and each job’s relative importance and worth to other jobs internally and
externally (e.g., points). Compensation includes the wages and salary paid by employers to employees
in exchange for work. Along other total rewards, i.e., benefits, work-life effectiveness, recognition,
performance management, and talent development, compensation is the primary indication of the value
the governmental unit places on a position within the organization. A compensation system involves
establishing how the governmental unit manages compensating employees.
Flaherty & Hood, P.A.’s job classification and compensation study will review [employer’s name]’s job
classification and compensation system, analyze internal and external information and make
recommendations to ensure the [employer’s name]’s classification and compensation system is:
• Understandable
• Cost-effective
• Legal and defensible
• Flexible and updatable • Internally equitable
• Externally competitive
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Scope of Services and Timeline
Flaherty & Hood, P.A.’s Job Classification and Compensation Study for [employer name] will include
the following services with the following timeline based on [number] positions being included:

Phase
1.

2.

Timeline
after Start

Services
Review [employer name]’s job classification and compensation
system, which includes:
o Job descriptions
o Job ratings/points
o FLSA exempt status
o Current classification and compensation system and structure
o Pay equity report
o Other governing documents (e.g., labor contracts, ordinances)
• Introduction
o Draft execution guides and proposed responses for
management to frequently asked questions (FAQs) about the
study
o Draft communications to incumbent employees explaining the
classification and compensation study
• [City council/Commission/Board] input
o Draft and distribute questionnaires to [City
council/Commission/Board] members addressing the
compensation structure of the organization
• Job analysis
o Draft and distribute job questionnaires to/for incumbent
employees addressing the skill, effort, responsibility and
working conditions of their position
o Management reviews and comments on completed
questionnaires
o Review and analyze completed questionnaires and
management comments
•

0-6
Weeks

0-6
Weeks

0-6
Weeks

2-12
Weeks
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the
Box if
Want
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Phase
3.

4.

5.

Timeline
after Start

Services
Job evaluation
o Review current process used to evaluate skill, effort,
responsibility, working conditions, and other relevant
work‐related criteria for each job
o General
 Using the organization’s current or Flaherty & Hood’s Job
Evaluation System, which is attached hereto:
• Define uniform compensable factors and subfactors
• Establish points for factors and subfactors
• Draft internal outline and external summary for
[City/Utility] on communicating and/or presenting in
person proposed job evaluation system with/to
employees, union(s), and/or State of Minnesota
Management and Budget (MMB)
o Position specific
 Establish and draft spreadsheet that systematically and
objectively assigns points for each job using factors and
subfactors
 Management reviews, comments, and makes any
necessary changes on job evaluation system and job
specific points
 Determine Fair Labor Standards Act exempt status of jobs
• Market survey
o Establish market entities and sources based on statistical
analysis and market selection questionnaire to [City/Utility]
Determine benchmark jobs to compare
o Compile, review and analyze market compensation data for
all job classifications, including wages and pay structure and
contributions to health insurance
o Draft market comparison data spreadsheets and discuss with
[employer’s name]’s management
• Pay structure and schedule
o Distribute base pay development questionnaire to
[City/Utility]
o Based on statistical analysis or market pay and job points,
establish or propose modifications to pay structure and
schedule that includes pay ranges related to job points
o Analyze and modify pay schedule for compliance with
Minnesota Pay Equity Act
o Analyze financial and individual employee impact
•

6-10
Weeks

4-14
Weeks

14-16
Weeks
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Phase
6.

7.
8.

9.

Timeline
after Start

Services
Final report and implementation
o Prepare a final report describing the study results and
implementation recommendations
o Present findings and recommendations, including written
and/or oral reports to [employer’s name] [City
council/Commission/Board], employee groups, and/or unions
o Draft
 Recommended revisions to policies
 Compensation plan to clearly, effectively, consistently and
efficiently manage compensation
 How-to and execution guides and usable electronic
spreadsheets for updating job descriptions, job evaluation
ratings, and compensation, including methodology for
determining the validity for requests for reclassification
and/or compensation changes
• Update job descriptions
o Review and draft updated format and text for job
descriptions
• Reviews
o Draft a process, forms, execution guide, and template
responses for reviews by employees of job descriptions
and/or job evaluation ratings
o Advise [employer’s name] on handling specific appeals
• Pay equity compliance testing
o Prepare and provide to the [employer’s name] a complete pay
equity report on proposed job points and pay to ensure pay
equity compliance
o Provide any submit required communications and reports to
MMB
•

Check
the
Box if
Want

16-18
Weeks

20-22
Weeks
22-24
Weeks

24-26
Weeks

Costs
The services listed above can be provided by Flaherty & Hood, P.A. as a whole for a substantially
discounted price of $[x]
The costs would include the services above, travel time, mileage, and copy costs for internal use.
Other Services
Flaherty & Hood, P.A. can provide the following other services [employer type: city, utility]-wide:
Check
Service
Total Cost the Box
if Want
Prepare PowerPoint and present to incumbent employees explaining the Job
$[x]
Classification and Compensation Study
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Service

Total Cost

Interview using position questionnaires for incumbent employees addressing
the skill, effort, responsibility and working conditions of their position

$[x]

Establish supplemental variable pay system, such as performance pay, merit
pay, and/or skills or competency pay

$[x]

Compile, review and analyze organizational or market compensation data
other than wages, wage structure, and health insurance contributions. You
should complete and submit to Flaherty & Hood such items in the attached
Wages, Benefits, and Organizational Survey Form

$[x] per
category

Training on system maintenance and updating
• Conduct training for the [employer’s name]’s management on maintaining
and updating job descriptions, job evaluation points, and adjusting the pay
structure by utilizing the compensation plan, job evaluation and
compensation how-to guides and electronic spreadsheets
• Provide recommendation on a system for determining the validity for
requests for reclassification and/or compensation changes

$[x]

Additional Job Classifications or Same Job Classifications after Study is Complete
Service
Draft, review, and analyze position questionnaires for incumbent employee, if
any, and management addressing the skill, effort, responsibility and working
conditions of the position, and draft new or updated job description and
establish points after initial job classification pointed
Establish points after initial job classification pointed

Check
the Box
if Want

Total Cost

Check
the Box
if Want

$[x]

$[x]

Compile, review and analyze market compensation data, including wages,
wage structure, and health insurance benefits

$[x]

Compile, review and analyze market compensation data other than wages,
wage structure, and health insurance contributions

$[x] per
category

Expenses incurred by Flaherty & Hood, P.A. in providing other services to the [employer’s name] shall
be billed as incurred on a monthly basis for actual costs.
Items in addition to those above or other labor relations, employment law, and human resources services
are available to [employer’s name] and will be billed at the hourly rates of $175 per hour for attorney
and $100 per hour for analyst plus expenses.
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Consultants
Brandon M. Fitzsimmons, Shareholder Attorney
Brandon is a shareholder attorney and head of Flaherty & Hood, P.A.’s labor, employment law, and
human resources practice. Brandon provides legal advice and representation services for public entities
throughout Minnesota in labor relations, employment law, and human resources matters, including job
classification, compensation, and pay equity issues. Brandon has his Bachelor of Arts in Political
Science with Distinction, cum laude, from Creighton University and his Doctor of Jurisprudence (J.D.)
from William Mitchell College of Law. Brandon is a member of the National and Minnesota Public
Employer Labor Relations Associations, SHRM, and MSBA - Labor and Employment Law Section.
Karina G. Patino, Legal Analyst
Karina is a Legal Analyst with the law firm of Flaherty & Hood, P.A. Karina compiles, reviews,
researches, and develops analysis in the areas of job classification and compensation, labor law, and
employment law for public sector clients. Karina has a Bachelor of Science degree in Paralegal Studies
from the Minnesota School of Business. She is a member of the Twin Cities Compensation Network,
Society for Human Resources Management, World at Work Compensation Institute, and the Minnesota
Paralegal Association.
If you have any questions related to this initial quote or would like to discuss the proposed scope of
services, please contact us at your convenience at (651) 225-8840. Thank you for your consideration
and the opportunity to submit this initial quote.
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Wage Benefits and Organizational Survey Items
An “X” is placed next to each wage and benefit item that is included as part of the market
survey. However, the employer may choose to include any other wage and benefit item at an
additional cost as specified in our quote.
Please click on the check mark box next to each additional wage and benefit item you would
like included in the market survey and return this completed form to Karina Patino
(kpatino@flaherty-hood.com ).
Wages and Benefits

Wages
Language
Longevity
Merit/Incentive/Performance
Number of Steps
Ranges
Skills/Competency Based
Time to Range Top

Specialty Pay
Assignment
Call Back
Court
Court Cancellation
Early Report
Education/Skill/Licensure
Hazard
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Specialty Pay
Holiday
Injury on Duty
Night
On Call
Out of Class
Weekend
Work over Shift/Period

Leaves
Compensatory Time
Funeral/Bereavement
Holidays
Paid Time Off (PTO)
Personal Days
Sick
Vacation

Allowances and Reimbursements
Car
Cell Phone
Deferred Earnings
Health Club
Tuition
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Allowances and Reimbursements
Uniform
Wellness

Insurance
Cafeteria
Dental
Health
Language
Life
Long Term Disability
Other Insurance
Short Term Disability

Separation Benefits
Deferred Earnings
Paid leaves
Severance

Contract Language
Lay off and Recall
Transfers-Assignments and
Promotions
Discipline
Work Schedule-Hours
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Contract Language
Grievance Language
Severance Pay Language
Organizational Survey Items
For the Organization General's subsection Governing Documents, in the blank column list any
additional documents that the employer would like to obtain through the market survey (e.g.,
labor contracts, policies, etc.)
For the items listed in the Department/Division/Section please specify in the blank column
which Department/Division/Section Employer wants to obtain data for.

Organization Wide
Statutory
Standard
Optional Plan A
Form

Optional Plan B
Charter
Weak Mayor-Council
Strong Mayor-Council
Council-Manager

Governing Documents
(List Type of Documents)
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Department Data
Department:
Job titles
Number of Full Time Employees
Number of PT Employees
Staffing

Avg. Hours Worked by PT
Employees
Job Titles Supervised
Job Title Supervised By

Budget

Capital
Operational

Department/Division/Section Services Provided
Job titles
Number of Full Time Employees
Staffing

Number of PT Employees
Avg. Hours Worked by PT
Employees
Job Titles Supervised
Job Title Supervised By

Budget

Capital
Operational
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City of Vadnais Heights, Minnesota

Proposal for
Classification and Compensation Study
April 20, 2021

Minneapolis Office:
5029 Upton Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55410
612-920-3320
www.ddahumanresources.com
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Minneapolis Office:
5029 Upton Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55410
(612) 920-3320

www.ddahumanresources.com
April 20, 2021
Tim Sandvik
Assistant City Administrator
City of Vadnais Heights
RE:

Proposal for Classification and Compensation Study

Dear Mr. Sandvik:
We are pleased to be invited to submit a proposal to complete a classification and compensation study for
the City of Vadnais Heights. In the pages that follow, we have briefly provided information about DDA
Human Resources, our staff credentials and experience, staff members assigned to your study, a detailed
description of services to be provided and various levels of project scope per market analysis. The cost
for each option is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Full Class and Comp Study with Job Descriptions: $11,500
Market Analysis with calibration and new pay plan: $6,500
Market Analysis: $4,000
Ongoing Maintenance: $4,000

Three major factors distinguish DDA Human Resources from other providers:
•

All our employees come with years of public sector experience. We specialize in government and
we know first-hand the challenges of managing public sector compensation. This helps us deliver
to you practical, workable solutions.

•

We believe that classification and compensation can and should be managed as a practical,
common-sense process – not as some theoretical or statistical exercise in regression analysis.
We will help you design a compensation system that is technically solid, one you understand, and
one that works better than what you have now. We measure our effectiveness as a consulting
firm not by studies completed, but by studies that are actually implemented.

•

We think a compensation should be actively managed as an ongoing program – not neglected
and then fixed with a major compensation study like this. With proper on-going maintenance
support, major disruptive and expensive compensation studies are unnecessary. We are
pioneers in providing a full-service program to maintain classification and compensation systems
– and we find that over half of our study clients now opt for this ongoing service.

Our firm’s goal is to be known as the best human resources consultant in Minnesota. There is only one
way to get there – by delivering exceptional service. We will do our very best to earn your trust, your
respect, and your future business.
Sincerely,

Mark Goldberg, Principal Consultant
DDA Human Resources, Inc.
5029 Upton Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55410
markg@daviddrown.com
612-920-3320 ext. 114
City of Vadnais Heights, MN: Class and Compensation Proposal
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OUR FIRM & QUALIFICATIONS
Our parent company, David Drown Associates, Inc. has provided consulting services to over 450 units of
government across Minnesota since 1997. Over these years, DDA staff has gotten to know government
well and we continually strive to keep our services practical, useful, and up to date. Our history and
corporate culture have grown from an honest desire to serve public sector clients in a practical and
common-sense manner.
DDA Human Resources, Inc. was formed in 2013 to provide human resource support services exclusively
to governmental clients in Minnesota. We currently offer services for executive recruitment,
organizational design, and classification and compensation studies. We also staff an HR Technical
Assistance Program for the Association of MN Counties which provides technical advice and assistance
to the HR staff of all the State’s 87 counties. Since activating our compensation section in 2015, we have
completed over 50 separate classification & compensation studies for clients ranging from cities with 4
employees to counties with 170 job titles and 500 employees.
All our professional employees come to DDAHR from successful careers in city and county government.
We think this practical experience sets us aside from other compensation consultants, and we know it
helps us deliver a study that is not only technically sound but also practical, useful, and understandable.
We strive to deliver services the way you want to see them.

OUR SERVICE TEAM
DDAHR maintains a staff of 10 individuals. We also maintain relationships with several independent
consults in key specialty areas. Here is the Team we have assembled for your project:

Mark Goldberg, MA-HRR – Principal Consultant and Co-Project Team Leader
Mark Goldberg is a Principal Consultant with the firm. Mark will be the co-manager and
primary contact for this study. Mark’s experience is broad and deep. He has held a variety
of compensation leadership positions in media, high tech, manufacturing, local government
organizations and the University of Minnesota. In addition, Mr. Goldberg has over 6 years
of experience consulting with major public sector organizations around the country with a
focus on project in Minnesota such as Koochiching County, the city of Red Wing and the
City of Aitkin. He has a Master’s Degree in Industrial and Labor Relations from Cornell University and a
Bachelor’s Degree in Human Resource Administration from Muhlenberg College. Our expectation is that
he will spend 40% of the time spent for this project.

Dr. Tessia Melvin –Department Head and Co-Project Team Leader
Tessia heads the compensation and classification (C&C) services area of DDAHR. She will be
the co-manager and provide backup support to Mark. Over the past two years, Tessia has
served as lead analyst on over 20 separate C&C engagements with Minnesota communities.
She brings to the position nearly 13 years of diverse service to city and county government.
As a City Administrator in Maple Plain, Minnesota, Tessia drafted five-year budgets, capital
improvement plans, infrastructure improvement plans, and led strategic planning program.
City of Vadnais Heights, MN: Class and Compensation Proposal
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She was directly responsible for human resources and internal and external communications. Working in
Dakota County, Minnesota, Tessia provided leadership training, managed their performance
management system, and worked with compensation and benefits. Dedicated to local governments and
continued learning, Tessia earned her doctorate in Public Administration at Hamline University with an
emphasis on city development and planning. Our expectation is that she will spend 30% of the time
spent for this project.

David Drown – Technical Support
David is the founder and owner of DDA. David will lend his technical and statistical expertise to the team
to manage the collection and analysis of market data, help calibrate your compensation plan, and
calculate budget impacts. David received his undergraduate degree in civil engineering and served in
local government as a registered civil engineer early in his career. He also holds an MBA in finance from
the Carlson School of Management and has served as a finance and economic development consultant
to numerous cities and counties across the State.

Elizabeth Blakesley – Clerical Support
Elizabeth has worked at DDA for over 20 years. She will provide technical and clerical assistance to
coordinate the market surveying process and prepare documents. She will utilize her organizational and
technological skills to help provide concise, professional work results. After attending the University of
MN – Duluth, Elizabeth began working with local units of government in Minnesota with the MN Small
Cities Association. Her work in municipal finance and economic development has given her a good
insight into the operations of counties and cities throughout the State.

SUPPORTING TEAM MEMBERS (Our Bench)
Gary Weiers
Gary manages the overall operations of DDAHR, and he also heads our executive recruitment section.
Gary joined DDA in 2013 after 11-years as the Administrator of Rice County. Earlier in his career, he held
social service manager positions in Rice, Mower and Sherburne Counties. Gary received a bachelor’s
degree from the University of St. Thomas and has honed his skills by working his way up from an entry
level social worker position to be the head of a $50 million organization with over 350 employees.

Melanie Ault
Melanie Ault brings to DDAHR over 20 years of experience leading Minnesota county human resources
and labor relations operations with additional experience at the city, regional, and state levels. Melanie
joined DDAHR in 2017, after serving as Washington County’s HR Director. You might recognize her by
her passion for examining pending legislation and its ramifications for the public sector. Melanie holds
BA, MAPA, and JD degrees, with further education in public administration. She is an avid supporter of
professional organizations, serving on the state and national levels. She loves making new connections
and looks forward to helping you find answers and ideas. Melanie is one of our AMC Human Resources
Technical Assistance Program staff.

Roxanne Chmielewski
Roxanne has over 32 years of experience as Human Resources Director for three Minnesota Counties
with the last twenty years managing the Human Resources and Labor Relations functions for Sherburne
City of Vadnais Heights, MN: Class and Compensation Proposal
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County, a metro ring county with over 600 employees and ten bargaining units. She retired in 2015 and
continues to work as a consultant to several counties and cities in Minnesota. Roxanne remains
committed to providing local government with professional and effective HR expertise. This commitment
was recognized by her peers as she received the Outstanding HR Professional of the Year award from
the MN Counties Human Resource Management Association in 1998 and again in 2011. She also
received the Make a Difference award from the National Public Employer Labor Relations Association in
2012.

George Gmach
George has been doing classification and compensation study work in Minnesota for 30 years. He
worked with the Stanton Group for 12+ years with management responsibility for salary and benefit
surveys and compensation consulting. His experience has crossed multiple industries and included
private, non-private and public sectors. George also worked at Employers Association and its successor
for 16 years. During his career, he has designed and conducted several hundred compensation and
benefit surveys and has implemented multiple compensation programs in large and small organizations
across all sectors. He designed and modified job evaluation systems and implemented them in the public
sector. He has worked with the Minnesota Pay Equity Statutes since their inception. In addition, he is a
military veteran who served as a combat medic in Vietnam.

Reference #1:

City of Victoria, Minnesota

Contact:

Gwen Campbell, Communications and HR Manager
952-443-4230
gcampbell@ci.victoria.mn.us

Contract dated:

May 15, 2019 – completed October 2019

Scope of Services:

This was a full-service class and comp study for a rapidly growing
suburban community. We updated all job descriptions including
several new job titles; classified all job titles using DDA’s JET system,
completed a market analysis of 14 benchmark communities (93%
participation) and 5 “spotlight communities”, evaluated two alternative
salary plans with pay ranges calibrated at 100% of benchmark
averages, and provided an implementation plan with employee-byemployee grade/step assignments and a calculation of budget
impact. Victoria says they plan to enroll in DDA’s ongoing service
program.

Reference #2:

City of Fridley, MN

Contact:

Becca Hellegers, Employee Resources Manager, 763-572-3507,
Becca.Hellegers@FridleyMN.gov

Contract Dated:

February 2020 – December 2020

Scope of Services:

DDA was originally engaged to complete a market study only of wages
paid to 97 position descriptions. The work plan was expanded to have
us perform a full classification and compensation study for all positions,
classifying all jobs and designing a new pay plan for the City
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Reference #3:

City of Golden Valley, MN

Contact:

Kirsten Santelices, HR Director
763-593-3989
ksantelices@goldenvalleymn.gov

Contract Dated:

January 2020 – completed December 2020

Scope of Services:

This is an example of a client engagement with a scope of services
similar to yours. All job titles were reclassified using the JET evaluation
system, and several employee challenges were reviewed and
resolved. Market wage study revealed that the current pay plan wages
averaged about 5% below the benchmark average. We developed a
new pay plan with expanded steps, reviewed several approaches for
implementation, and ultimately arrived at a plan that worked within the
City’s limited budget.

Reference #4:

City of North Saint Paul, MN

Contact:

Scott Duddeck, County Administrator
651-747-2436
scott.duddeck@northstpaul.org

Contract Dated:

Initial Project Started September 2017 - completed December 2017,
ongoing maintenance since then

Scope of Services:

This was a full class and comp study, including a re-write of all job
descriptions and an entirely new job classification system The City
had 5 pay structures that we were able to bring down to one consistent
structure that was aligned with the market and the new pay philosophy.
After completing the study, the City enrolled in our ongoing
maintenance program and has continued to be part of that program for
the last 3 years.

City Classification and Compensation Study Clients
Brainerd

Glyndon

Mantorville

Pillager

Breezy Point

Golden Valley

Mayer

Rockford

Crosby

Granite Falls

Medford

Rockville

Deerwood

Howard Lake

Minneota

Royalton

Detroit Lakes

Hoyt Lakes

Morristown

Staples

Dundas

Kasson

North St. Paul

St. Paul Park

East Grand Forks

Lake Elmo

Olivia

Victoria

Fairfax

Lake Park

Pequot Lakes

Waverly

Gaylord

Mahnomen

Pierz

Zumbrota

County Classification and Compensation Study Clients
Benton County
City of Vadnais Heights, MN: Class and Compensation Proposal
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Big Stone County

Murray County

Chippewa County

Rice County

Clay County

Rock County

Dodge County

St. Louis County

Fillmore County

Swift County

Freeborn Count

Wadena County

Hubbard County

Waseca County

Martin County

Yellow Medicine County

Other Government Entities Classification and Compensation Study Clients
Brainerd Utilities

Rice and Steele 911

Counties Providing Technology

South Lake Minnetonka Police Dept

East Grand Forks Utilities

Tri-Cap

Mower Soil/Water Conservation

Mn Prairie County Alliance

OUR PHILOSOPHY FOR COMPENSATION STUDIES
Government is in the service delivery business, and quality service requires quality employees. An
effective compensation system will help you attract and keep talented employees. Likewise, an out-ofdate or ill-conceived compensation system will produce turnover and hamper efforts to recruit quality
replacements.
In the real world of limited resources, government is increasingly expected to do more with less.
Accordingly, a community’s pay philosophy must strike a reasonable balance between a desire to pay
your good employees well to retain their good services, while at the same time controlling costs to keep
faith with the taxpayers. Designing a pay system is not easy, every community is different, and a “one
size fits all” approach seldom produces a good result. As we work with you to build the best
compensation system for your community, we keep four very practical objectives in mind:
o

You need compensation and benefits to be sufficiently competitive to hire, retain and motivate
qualified workers.

o

You must maintain internal pay relationships that satisfy the State’s pay equity requirement of
equal pay for equal work.

o

You must remain in control of the process, to assure final recommendations strike a proper
balance between wages/benefits and available resources.

o

You need the study to be a positive process, that is open and fair to all employees, managers,
and unions.

We approach compensation study work as a practical, common-sense process – not as some theoretical
or statistical exercise in regression analysis. We collect information, analyze it, and communicate our
findings in simple understandable ways. Our honest goal is to help you design a compensation system
that is technically solid, is one you actually understand, and one that works better than what you have
now. We measure our effectiveness as a consulting firm not by studies completed, but by studies that
are actually implemented.
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PROPOSED SERVICES
Per our discussion, we are providing a proposal for a market analysis, a market analysis and pay
structure calibration, and ongoing maintenance. Our proposal includes (3) separate proposal quotes: one
for a limited “Market Study” which will collect and analyze wage data of comparable organizations and
provide recommendations to updating your current pay plan in comparison with the market; a Market
Analysis and calibration of your current pay structure; and our ongoing maintenance. Our ongoing
maintenance scope includes a three-year commitment by completing a market analysis each year,
review, re-write, and reclassifications of job descriptions, calibration of pay structure, pay equity
administration, entering League of MN Cities and Association of MN Counties salary data and additional
human resources assistance. Our ongoing maintenance involves employees and managers in updating
all job descriptions, re-classifying and ranking these jobs internally based upon job duties and
requirements, reviewing and updating or replacing your current pay plan, and assistance in evaluating the
method and costs of implementing any changes on future budgets.

Introduction and Project Orientation (Included in all)
Our first task with you is to meet and make sure we all understand the expectations and fully understand
the current pay structure, pay philosophy, and employee benefits.
•

We will conduct an Initial Project Meeting to discuss the scope of the planned services, its
procedures, methods, intended outcomes and timeline. We will keep in mind directives from the
governing board pertaining to this project.

•

We will discuss any related details that are identified. During this meeting, we will identify data
and resources on your current job descriptions, pay structure, classification system, employee
roster, and union contracts. For your convenience, we will create a cloud-based account to make
it easy to share files with you.

•

An Employee Kickoff meeting will be held, if desired, to explain the project scope, expectations,
timeline, and answer questions.

Job Description General Review (Included in all options)
We will undertake a general review of your existing job descriptions and recommend changes to
assure compliance with ADA and other State and Federal Requirements. We can rewrite any job
descriptions for an additional cost.

Re-write All Job Descriptions (Included in full class and comp study and ongoing maintenance)
•

We will distribute a position analysis questionnaire (PAQ) to all employees and their supervisors,
asking them to outline all the important requirements for and duties of the job.

•

Based upon the information on the PAQs, the job description for each position will be updated or
rewritten in standardized format developed with and approved by the Project Team.

•

Employees and supervisors will be asked to review the new job descriptions, and we will guide a
controlled process for employees to appeal the content of descriptions before they are finalized.

•

Addition job descriptions may be added to provide for internal promotional opportunities, or jobs
may be consolidated to make administration easier
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•

Final job descriptions will be submitted for final approval by department heads, the Project Team
and governing board.

Job Classification (Included in full class and comp study and ongoing maintenance, or additional
charge per position)
Job classification is a series of decisions about how a position is valued within an organization. Each
factor requires a decision as to how the job under consideration will be rated using levels that are
increasingly complex and of great impact, frequency, or quantity. We look at the job rather than the
employee. Jobs are evaluated as they exist, or as the management plan says that they should exist, to
meet the needs of the organization.
DDAHR is unique in our willingness and ability to utilize a variety of job evaluation systems used by the
various compensation consultants in Minnesota to classify and score your jobs. If you are committed and
satisfied with the system you have, we will work with you using your system.
•

We will assign each position a numeric score, which reflects the relative importance of the job to
the organization.

•

We will work with the Project Team to organize jobs with similar point totals into a series of
Grades.

•

We will provide staff with materials to communicate results to employees.

•

Our Job Evaluation Tool (JET) identifies and examines the following aspects of all job positions
o
o
o
o
o
o

Experience and Education needed for the position. This includes licenses and
certifications.
Decision Making and its impact on the job, division, department, and organization.
Problem Solving and its impact on the organization and budget. We also include 14
aspects of supervision.
Mental and Physical Effort of the Job
Relationships and Communications
Conditions and Hazards of the job

Wage/Labor Benchmarks and Market Pricing (Included in all options)
The next step in the process involves looking outside of your organization to see what wages are offered
to employees in the job market.
• We will work with your Project Team to determine an appropriate group of comparable
“benchmark” entities to achieve an adequate sample size and a meaningful comparison. These
“benchmark organizations” are typically counties that are similar to yours and/or other
organizations with whom you compete for employees. Although we know that you compete with
private sector organizations for employees, obtaining reliable private sector information is very
difficult in most cases. So, our focus will be primarily on public sector entities.
•

We will collect detailed wage information on all jobs that you have in common with these
communities – not just a selected list. We plan to utilize the wage survey data that is annually
collected in the LMC/AMC wage data base, supplemented by other sources as needed to provide
a meaningful set of comparison data. We will organize the results of this analysis using a series
of graphs and charts that are designed to clearly show how your current pay ranges and wages
compare to those of benchmark entities. This is the information needed to develop of a pay
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structure that balances both internal and external equity and assures compliance with State Pay
Equity Compensation Standards.
•

We will work with you to design and administer a targeted benefit review to address specific
benefit areas of interest/concern to you and your employees. Often a survey of employee
attitudes and interests can be helpful in designing a benefit package – benefits need not
necessarily be expensive to be effective and valuable to your employees.

Design New Pay Plan (We will make recommendations for all, but for market calibration and ongoing
maintenance, we will provide 2 alternative options with implementation costs)
•

We will provide recommendations and options for either an adjustment of your existing
compensation plan, or a replacement plan that produces a better match with your compensation
philosophy.

•

We will fine tune the plan to establish fair and equitable compensation relationships within and
outside the organization that are workable within a union and non-union environment.

•

We will provide system testing to assure that any option proposed will comply with the State’s pay
equity standards and Federal requirements.

•

We will evaluate the cost/budget implications of up to two (2) alternative implementation
strategies that consider your current budget constraints. The objective of this work is to provide
you with meaningful, employee-by-employee level information that is useful for your detailed
budgeting use.

•

We will prepare final documents for the plan, including presentation, policy, guidelines, and
procedures for administration. Any written and computerized data and supporting information will
be submitted as appropriate or requested.

Final Report (Included in market calibration and ongoing maintenance)
•

Prepare final documents for this study, including presentation, policy, guidelines, and procedures
for administration.

•

We will make a final presentation of our report and findings.

•

We will prepare and submit a pay equity report to the State.
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PROPOSED FEE FOR SERVICES
Our fees below are based on a compensation plan with 15 job descriptions.

Fee Proposal Options
Scope of Work

Full Class
and Comp

Market Study
Only

General Project
Setup and
Administration
Market Analysis
Review and
Rewrite Job
Descriptions
Classify Job
Descriptions
Calibrate Pay
Structure
Final Report
Budget
Implementation
Total Cost

Included in
Full Class
and Comp
Study
Included in
Full Class
and Comp
Study
Included

Included
$11,500

Market and
Calibration
All

Ongoing
Maintenance

Individual job
descriptions as
needed with
additional cost
Individual job
positions as
needed with
additional cost

All
Individual job
descriptions as
needed with
additional cost
Individual job
positions as
needed with
additional cost

n/a

Included

Included

Will provide
estimation
$4,000

All
Will assist with
calibration
$6,500

Included

Included in
Ongoing
Maintenance
Included in
Ongoing
Maintenance

$4,000 per year

If you decide to include re-writing job descriptions, which includes employee and manager surveys and
re-write job descriptions, it will be an additional $200 per job position.

Ongoing Maintenance Program
This exclusive DDA Human Resources, Inc. program is designed to eliminate the need for large classification
and compensation study every 4 to 6 years. Services include everything needed to keep a freshly updated
compensation plan perpetually current. We find that over half of larger communities who have completed a
compensation study with DDAHR have opted to convert to this management approach. Services include:
•

We review, update, and reclassify as necessary one-third of job descriptions annually. (Generally,
we do 1/3 per year).

•

We annually update a market analysis of wages with benchmark communities and suggest
changes to pay plan system as necessary to remain in tune with the market.

•

We will periodically provide market data on benefits offered by comparable communities and
suggest changes as warranted.

•

For any new jobs or changed jobs, we will write and classify the job for placement in the
compensation system
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•

We will complete and submit a pay equity report every three years or when otherwise required.

•

If desired, we will handle data input of wage data into the LMC/AMC salary system

•

We will provide budget support by:

•

o

Recommending an adjustment to your Pay Plan for the coming year based upon COLA
and market factors.

o

Preparing up to two (2) analysis of budget impacts of alternatives for wage adjustments.

Making an annual presentation to the staff and/or Board on the status of your compensation system.

Standard Fees for Other Services
For clients who prefer to receive maintenance support in a less rigorous manner, we offer a full range of
support services with standard pricing:
•
•
•

Write and classify a new or revised job description
Classify a job description provided by client
Market Wage Analysis

$200 per position
$150 per position
$100 base fee plus $150 per position

Hourly rates:
•
•
•

Professional
Technical Support
Clerical
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